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This thesis reviews the organizational and managerial structures
associated with the United States Navy's fiscal management of the modifi-
cation of aircraft programs. The review is utilized to highlight the
problems associated with the expenditure of appropriated funds in support
of the modification effort. After reviewing the organizational, func-
tional and structural areas that support the modification program, five
areas are identified for corrective action and analysis. These are: a)
inadequate control of funds, b) funding is approved too early, c) tempo-
rary reprogramming tends to become permanent, d) lack of understanding by
the item managers, and e) inadequate program feedback. Several recommen-
dations are made to improve the quality of funds management in the modifi-
cation process. Among these recommendations were actions to improve funds
control through "fencing" mechanisms, segregation of modification follow-
on funds from replenishment funding, and to consciously reduce front-end
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A. BACKGROUND AND OVERVIEW OF THE MODIFICATION IN LIEU OF PROCUREMENT
CONCEPT
From the earliest beginnings of an organized military, weaponry of the
armed forces have been modified, and some form of documentation maintained.
As technology has advanced and the complexity of weapon systems has in-
creased, the modification and documentation requirements have increased
[Ref. 1:1].
During a recent seminar at the Naval Postgraduate School, Vice Admiral
(VADM) Wesley L. McDonald, United States Navy (USN), Deputy Chief of Naval
Operations, Air Warfare (DCNO-AIR), pointed out that the primary factor
associated with the increase in modifications and the resulting documen-
tation was aligned to the affordabil ity concept of developing and pro-
curing new weapon systems. Within the limited resources provided to the
USN, the only way to maintain the current posture of air defense was to
procure new aircraft and to modify those in the inventory to the "state of
the art". By modifying and modernizing existing weapon systems, a signif-
icant overall cost savings can be generated. However, VADM McDonald also
pointed out the reality of this process; a point in time is reached where
modification can no longer accommodate the technological advances and at
the same time counter the threat imposed by the enemy [Ref. 2].
The modification of naval aircraft has become important from a manage-
ment standpoint, as well as a readiness standpoint, as the services place
greater emphasis on modernizing and upgrading current inventory weapon
systems in lieu of procurement. Two primary examples of this philosophy
are evidenced by the A-3 Sky Warrior and F-4 Phantom weapon systems, which
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were introduced into fleet use in 1952 and 1956 respectively. Through a
series of major modifications and service life extention programs, these
two weapon systems have been maintained as viable fleet assets long past
their original expected service life. Furthermore, with the advent of the
mini-carrier, as discussed by VADM McDonald, the prospect of these two
types of aircraft as well as the F-8 Crusader and A-4 Skyhawk remaining in
the inventory in the future should be anticipated by those tasked to
support them [Ref . 2]
.
Additional credibility is given to this prospect by both the Secretary
of the Navy (SECNAV) and the Chief of Naval Operations (CNO). During
testimony at the hearings before a Subcommittee of the Committee on Appro-
priations, House of Representatives, concerning the Department of Defense
(DOD) appropriations for 1980, then SECNAV W. Graham Claytor, Jr. specif-
ically addressed the area of affordabil ity and modernization. In part he
stated:
"... Within modernization, we must decide whether to upgrade or
replace, how much and what kind of research and development, and
what quality and quantity of new forces and weapons to buy... Our
biggest problem, as you all certainly know, has been in our procure-
ment quantities. We simply have not been able to buy enough ships
and aircraft to replace those lost from the fleet through retire-
ment, and in the case of aircraft, attrition... Ship and aircraft
procurements in this budget, and in those we expect for the next few
years, are not adequate, if extended into the future, to sustain
even our present depressed force levels. ... Examples of what is
being done include the Service Life Extension Programs (SLEPs) which
are avoiding much more costly replacement of many ships and air-
craft... These are not new ideas, of course; they have always been
part of our planning, but under present Defense acquisition policy,
and the management directives we have issued to implement it., they
will certainly receive renewed emphasis [Ref. 3:7-8].
The CNO, Admiral (ADM) Thomas B. Hayward, USN, pressed the increased need
for awareness of the modification process during his testimony before the




"... Three distinct aspects of modernization which interact with one
another must be appreciated if the demands of fiscal discipline are
to be applied intelligently. First, because we have a large invest-
ment in existing ships, aircraft, and weapon systems, and because
major investments must be made to maintain and improve them, the
Navy tends to change in an evolutionary manner. Second, we must
invest in opportunities. These may be technological opportunities
that increase overall capabilities, or they may be investments made
to capitalize on opportunities offered by our potential opponent's
unique characteristics and vulnerabilities. Third, because the U.S.
Navy force structure is both long-lived and subject to block ob-
solescence, we need to predict long-range problems now in order to
develop adequately the desired capabilities for our future force
structure [Ref. 4:31].
As evidenced by the statements of VADM McDonald, Secretary Claytor,
and ADM Hayward, the management of funds associated with the modification
process has become more important to the Navy today, relative to the
overall availability of technologically advanced, viable weapon systems.
The high levels of review necessary to approve and implement changes to
weapon systems bears this point out.
There are numerous instructions regarding controlling the changes and
configuration of Naval aircraft. These are required to insure that modi-
fications are done in a consistent manner, that they are technologically
advancing the weapon system, and that they meet the safety of flight
requirements. However, this author's review has shown that no guidance
exists as to the actual management of the funds associated with the mod-
ification process. In this author's opinion, this condition has led to
tight control in the engineering aspects of modification but limited or




The author's preliminary research indicated that the lack of clearcut
guidance in the administering of the funds associated with the modifica-
tion process has caused the following problems in the accomplishment of
various programs:
1. Modification not accomplished on a timely basis,
2. Modification funds appropriated, but program not accomplished,
3. Modification program accomplished but not logistical ly supported,
4. Modification funds appropriated, but spend on other than the
designated aircraft or system, and
5. Modification funds appropriated, but returned to the Naval Air
Systems Command (NAVAIR), since no definitized requirement
existed.
In light of the magnitude of the funds appropriated for the modi-
fication process ($1.7 billion in 1980 [Ref. 5:94]) the above mentioned
problems are unacceptable if the Navy is to maintain an air defense
posture capable of meeting the threat from its opponents. The major
questions that arise from this are how are modification funds managed
within the Navy? What are the systems that exist to insure the proper
administration and utilization of modification funds? Why is the manage-
ment of modification funds different from other funds appropriated to the
USN? Who is responsible for the management of modification funds and how
are modification fund requirements determined? What can be done to
strengthen the management of modification funds? These are the general
problem areas this thesis will address.
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C. PURPOSE AND OBJECTIVE
The purpose of this thesis is to analytically review the processes
that comprise the modification information system, in an attempt to see if
any improvements can be made. The main objective is to provide recommen-
dations for better management control over the limited modification funds
assigned to various aviation programs. To do this, the problems associ-
ated with the administration of modification funds will be analyzed by
contrasting the flow of documentation and funds as a function of USN
policy with actual practices. A secondary objective is to provide a guide
for the personnel tasked to administer modification funds, so that addi-
tional direction can be provided and better control gained over the modi-
fication funds assigned to approved projects. The author's premise is
that increased emphasis on the management of funds should lead to improved
timeliness of modifications, adequate support of the modified weapon
system, and better visibility and feedback on the usage of assigned funds.
The scope of these objectives will be limited primarily to the Aircraft
Procurement, Navy (APN) funds administered by the Aviation Supply Office
(ASO) in conjunction with their efforts as an implementing activity for
NAVAIR.
D. RESEARCH APPROACH AND METHODOLOGY
The research is directed at the Navy's out-of-production aircraft,
which receive in-service modifications at the Naval Air Rework Facilities
(NARF). However, problems encountered on these type aircraft can be




The research is divided into four main areas:
1. Literature search,
2. Data collection, including review of actual modification programs,
planning documents, and progress reports,
3. Interviews with cognizant personnel at various weapon systems
management activities, and
4. Correlation of the data obtained into a format that presents the
problems encountered in the modification process and analysis of
the problems so that management can correct the deficiencies.
This research is supplemented by the author's personal experience on
two aircraft programs; one, an in-production system managed by a Program
Manager (PM) at NAVAIR, and the other, an out-of-production aircraft
field, managed by a Weapon Systems Manager (WSM) at a NARF. It is the
author's opinion that the problems encountered by these two different
management organizations, in the area of modification management, are
similar and can be used together to make generalized recommendations for
improvement. The intent is to piece together the various portions of the
modification process, covering the managing organization personnel-, the
formulation and implementation of modification programs, the funding
situation and problems, and then to develop guidelines along which im-
provements can be made to the process.
E. THESIS ORGANIZATION
The first chapter of the thesis briefly introduces the reader to the
concept of modification management and why it is necessary that control of
the funds associated with it must be attained, the author's objectives and
limited scope, research approach and methodology.
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Chapter II discusses the background of modification management with
specific emphasis on Configuration Management (CM) and the Integrated
Logistics Support (ILS) interface.
Chapter III discusses the driving forces behind the modification
program with a detailed view of the Operational Safety Improvement Program
(OSIP) and the Engineering Change Proposal (ECP) process in conjunction
with the flow of funds in the modification effort.
Chapter IV is an analysis of the policy and procedures utilized by the
ASO in the administration of modification funds as a function of the
concepts presented in Chapters II and III. During this analysis, actual
data from a current modification program underway in the USN will be used
as a representative model.
In Chapter V the author summarizes the findings and makes recommen-
dations for improvements to the modification management concept. Addi-
tionally, the author makes recommendations for areas where further






Chapter II will provide a discussion of the concepts necessary to
promote effective modification management within the Program Manager (PM)
and Weapon Systems Manager (WSM) organizations. The discussion will
concentrate on the processes of Configuration Management (CM) and Inte-
grated Logistic Support (ILS) interface necessary to document and
accomplish the implementation of approved modifications to aviation weapon
systems. The discussion of CM will highlight the important facets of
gaining early-on control of the engineering ramifications in order to
allow for adequate support from the ILS function. The information pre-
sented is an amalgamation of concepts discussed in various manuals, in-
structions, texts, and articles regarding the subject of modification
management and the importance of CM and ILS to that process. The author's
prior experience will be integrated into the presentation in an effort to
provide further insight to the importance of the processes.
B. BACKGROUND
Modification, as defined by Webster's Dictionary, is:
"... the making of a limited change in something; to make basic or
fundamental changes in, often to give a new orientation to or to
serve a new end; a change in something caused by external factors"
[Ref. 6:733].
As noted in Chapter I, the current trend within the Department of
Defense (DOD) is toward longer operating life cycles for weapon systems
by increased use of the modification and modernization programs being
20

substituted for new procurement. This point was driven home by VADM
McDonald when he stressed the fact that the average age of operational
aircraft in the Navy inventory had risen from 8 years to 12 years during
the time span from 1976 to 1980, even though the F-14 Tomcat was being
procured in significant numbers to replace aging F-4 Phantom aircraft
[Ref. 2]. This philosophical change has pushed the modification of weapon
systems to the forefront of the United States Navy's (USN) PM's and WSM's
attention, and has made the processes of CM and ILS a necessity for the
continued operations of almost every weapon system in the USN inventory.
Management of these changes or modifications is necessary to establish
that considerations such as safety, operational, and reliability and
maintainability programs are budgeted to ensure a ready and responsive
fleet [Ref. 5:94].
Coupled with the extensive growth and use of modification and modern-
ization programs has been a growth in the backlog of unincorporated
changes, which has a detrimental impact on the limited resources assigned
to the USN on various programs to complete approved modification programs
[Ref. 7:iii]. In addition to the monetary cost, this backlog is costly in
the terms of reduced operational capability while aircraft await the
incorporation of modification changes. Reductions in capability result
from:
1. A significant time lag between the identification of modification
requirements and implementation of the modification action, which
necessitates emergency procedures such as "Quick Mod" (an accel-
erated method of arriving at quick fixes) and hasty procurement of
unproven modification kits. This is most detrimental to the
orderly documentation of configuration status accounting and lends
itself to fragmented logistic support [Ref. 7:i].
2. Downtime for systems while modifications are being performed, or
worse, downtime while corrective action is being taken to correct
new deficiencies caused by modifications [Ref. 1:3].
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3. Large backlogs of required modifications which remain unfunded for
extensive periods of time due to lack of budget priority [Ref.
7:i].
4. Difficulty in providing logistic support due to numerous configur-
ations of assets during modification compliance, limited turn-
around stocks of commodity end-items, and improperly identified
assets resulting from breakdowns in configuration status account-
ing [Ref. 1:4].
To deal with these problems, an understanding of the organizational
concepts and purposes of CM and the ILS interface is required.
C. CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT (CM)
The function of CM has long been performed in the development and
production of weapon systems as well as in the modification of these
systems [Ref. 8:1]. Thus, CM is a process that encompasses a system
throughout its entire life cycle, i.e., the time span as a system evolves
from concept formulation to engineering development, then into production,
and finally during the operational life. As a system evolves through its
life cycle, its physical and functional characteristics also evolve.
Modifications are continually proposed and implemented to achieve a
variety of goals such as improved performance, to correct deficiencies in
systems design, to reduce weight, improve reliability and maintainability,
and to update the system to "state-of-the-art". The discipline of CM
today has been developed to manage the evolution of these changes in a
system during its life, so that accurate, up-to-date status of modifica-
tions can be obtained and to preclude the approval of unnecessary or
marginal changes.
CM, as defined by the Naval Air Systems Command (NAVAIR) Configuration




"A discipline applying technical and administrative direction and
surveillance to (1) identify and document the functional and physi-
cal characteristics of a configuration item, (2) control changes to
those characteristics, and (3) record and report change processing
and implementation status [Ref. 9:A-2].
In essence, this definition requires specific identification of the item,
for which configuration management will be applied, to be placed on the
contract, whether it is for procurement or modification, and further
requires that any changes to the item must be with government concurrence
before any change can be made. Additionally, any change or modification
must be summarized to the government in writing assessing the total impact
of the change, with particular regard as to the logistic support of the
system. If the change is approved, it is the PM's/WSM's responsibility,
as the government's representative, to account for the implementation of
the change in all affected areas, i.e., the hardware, spare/repair parts,
technical manuals, publications, trainers, etc. The purpose of CM, at the
bottom line, is to insure the continuing logistics supportability of
systems in the government inventory [Ref. 10:21]. Figure II-l shows the
major facets and interfaces associated with CM that the PM/WSM must under-
stand and control in order to provide effective modification management.
The processes that allow the PM/WSM to implement CM concentrate on
three basic areas: Configuration Identification (CI); Configuration
Control (CC), and Configuration Status Accounting (CSA). These three
areas will be briefly discussed in the following paragraphs.
1 . Configuration Identification (CI)
CI includes the specifications and their associated diagrams,
flowcharts, drawings, parts lists, etc., that are used to describe the





















process of controlling the CI requires the PM/WSM to establish baselines
for various portions of the documentation at appropriate milestones in the
program [Ref. 10:22]. Initially, the CI begins with the configuration
item, which is an aggregation of hardware/computer programs or any of its
dicrete portions which satisfies an end-use function and is designated by
the government for CM. Any item required for logistic support and desig-
nated for separate procurement is a configuration item [Ref. 9:A-1]. The
principal tool utilized in establishing the CI is the configuration audit
(CA). The CA is used at predetermined points in the life cycle of the
program to verify such items as design specifications, drawings and
manuals against the physical item to insure their congruence [Ref. 11:22].
As defined above, CM is the concept of technical baseline manage-
ment. The baseline serves as the starting point and departure point for
any changes or modifications that are made. Recalling that the definition
of CM is first concerned with the identification and documentation of the
functional and physical characteristics of the configuration item, it be-
comes necessary to distinguish between a functional and physical baseline.
The functional baseline is the initially approved baseline and is
defined by preliminary systems specifications. Essentially, it describes
the required technical characteristics during the conceptual phase based
on system performance and design requirements. During the validation
phase, the system's specifications are expanded, and refined development
specifications are prepared. These development specifications define the
allocated baseline [Ref. 1:22].
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The allocated baseline is used to document the functional require-
ments of each configuration item [Ref. 10:23]. It is defined by the
development specifications and marks the beginning of the full-scale
development phase during acquisition or modification. The allocated
baseline is functional throughout the development phase and is the basis
for the contractor's design of the configuration item.
The product baseline is established at the beginning of the pro-
duction phase and is used to document the physical design that meets the
requirements of the allocated baseline [Ref. 10:23]. It is defined by the
configuration item product specifications based on the detailed design or
"build to" requirements [Ref. 1:22]. Product baselines are established
for each configuration item as it successfully completes qualification
testing and design/control verification. Quality assurance testing is
included in the product specification and must be successfully accom-
plished prior to government acceptance of the production item. Figures
II-2 and II-3 represent the life cycle of major systems acquisition or
modification, CM phasing and the flow of base-lines within the CM process
of an item evolves through its life cycle.
2. Configuration Control (CC)
The second major area of CM, and in this author's opinion probably
the most visible aspect, of it, is configuration control. CC is primarily
related to the second facet of the definition of CM; the control of
changes to the characteristics as defined by the CI documentation. CC is
the systematic evaluation, coordination, approval or disapproval and
implementation of all approved changes in the configuration of a config-
uration item after formal establishment of its CI [Ref. 7:A-1]. In prac-
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maintainability of the configuration item during the operational portion
of the life cycle of the item. This area is of prime importance to the
PM/WSM in the modification management process.
Program/Weapon System management is often referred to, by those
who are tasked to support a system, as the management of changes, which it
certainly is in the most global definition. However, all too often this
broad interpretation of management of change has not properly included
change management. In this more limited context, change management is one
of the major functions of modification management and refers to the
control of engineering changes, or ECPs as they are commonly known [Ref.
12:1]. CC involves the use of ECPs and requests for deviations and
waivers of technical requirements. Its objective is to insure the smooth
functioning of the ECP preparation, evaluation, approval, and implemen-
tation [Ref. 13:11], and to preclude marginal or insignificant modifi-
cations [Ref. 1:47]. Specifically, the change criteria are defined as
those necessary or beneficial changes required to:
a. Correct deficiencies,
b. Satisfy changes in operational or logistic support require-
ments,
c. Effect substantial life cycle cost savings, or
d. Prevent or allow desired slippages in an approved modification
schedule [Ref. 14:3-1].
The process by which ECPs are established and approved will be
discussed in Chapter III in conjunction with the Operational Safety Im-
provement Program (OSIP) and the funds flow for the modification process.
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3. Configuration Status Accounting (CSA)
CSA is the third major area of concern in CM. It is the recording
and reporting of the information that is needed to manage the configur-
ation effectively, including a listing of the approved CI, the status of
proposed changes to the configuration, and the implementation status of
approved changes [Ref. 15:18]. The objective of CSA is to provide the
user with accurate up-to-date information on the configuration status of
all configuration items [Ref. 11:21]. The CSA technique establishes a
record system which enables the user to determine the following infor-
mation:
a. Where an item is located or installed,
b. The identification of selected items by serial number or
bureau number in the case of aircraft, or
c. The current modification status [Ref. 13:13].
The Navy CSA system consists of four subsystems to accommodate its
diverse inventory of weapon systems. This subsystem approach allows the
entire inventory subject to CM to be included in an economical manner that
will furnish the depth of data required [Ref. 1:77], so that the PM/WSM
can accurately gauge the status of change/modification implementation.
The four subsystems are Advanced, Standard, Installed, and Bulk. The
Advanced subsystem accounts for the configuration status of selected
components and support equipment by serial number and location. The
Standard subsystem records the applicability and whether a change has or
has not been incorporated by specific unit serial number or bureau number.
The Installed Systems subsystem is a method by which the status of sel-
ected systems within a weapon can be determined. The Bulk Accounting
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subsystem provides a summary of CSA for the majority of inventory compon-
ents that do not require accounting under the other three subsystems [Ref.
1:78-83].
The continuous processing aspect of the CSA system allows the
PM/WSM to know at what point the system status is in regard to proposed,
approved, and implemented changes/modifications. While CSA is often
perceived by the PM/WSM personnel as a group of very expensive and volum-
inous reports used to track the implementation status of approved changes,
in actuality it is a management process vital to the assessment of modi-
fication management programs, and the reports are the means by which the
PM/WSM insures that the process is accomplished and properly documented.
D. INTEGRATED LOGISTIC SUPPORT (ILS) INTERFACE
As stated previously, the control of changes to an item or system is
necessary to insure that the system meets its specified performance and
technical parameters. The rigorous review of ECPs within the USN insures
that all proposed changes are given a thorough review and are considered
for implementation. It also provides for the involvement of all func-
tional areas affected by the change proposal to review the impact of the
change and to provide input data to support approval or disapproval as
depicted by Figure II-l. Additionally, CM provides the PM/WSM with a
method by which the status of implementation for approved changes and
other adjustments to the various baselines can be tracked. The purpose of
this is that for the PM/WSM to have control, he or she must establish CM
processes from the very beginning of the project, whether it is an acqui-
sition or modification program. To gain this control, the PM/WSM must
establish an adequate base in the ILS. As stated in the Naval Material
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Command (NAVMAT) Instruction 4000. 2B, dated 27 June 1975, dealing with
Integrated Logistic Support Policy and Planning, the interface between CM
and ILS is essential. In part it says:
"... configuration management requires comprehensive control pro-
cedures to be exercised over configuration throughout a system's
life cycle. It should be apparent that hardware configuration
changes create needs (and costs) for changes in logistic support.
Therefore, it is important that configuration control procedures
include provisions for integrated support planning [Ref. 16:37].
The ILS personnel, in concert with the CM personnel, must tailor the
requirements for modification management to be consistent with the size,
scope, stage of life cycle, nature, and complexity of the system (Ref.
15:10].
ILS, as defined by NAVMAT Instruction 4000. 2B, is:
"... a process which identifies, in a systematic and orderly manner,
the functions which must be performed in support of operation and
maintenance and the resources needed to accomplish those functions.
The process also requires that hardware and system design be
reviewed with a view toward establishing the hardware design and
configuration which reduces, to the maximum practicable extent, the
logistic support burden placed on the operating forces [Ref. 16:2].
NAVAIR Instruction 4130. lA is more explicit in its definition of the ILS
concept. In its definition of the concept of the interface between ILS
and CM, it defines the ILS requirement as:
"... a composite of the elements necessary to assure the effective
and economical support of a system or equipment at all levels of
maintenance for its programmed life cycle. The elements include all
resources necessary to maintain and operate an equipment or weapons
system, and are categorized as follows: (1) planned maintenance; (2)
logistic support personnel; (3) technical logistic data and infor-
mation; (4) support and equipment, (5) spares and repair parts; (6)
facilities, and (7) contract roaintenance [Ref. 9:A-5].
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The thrust of both of these definitions is the same. ILS is the process
of having the right thing in the right amount to the right place at the
right time.
To enhance the probability of accomplishment in a large modification
program or new system acquisition, both the ILS and CM personnel should
remain cognizant of the functional and physical baselines from the very
start. By so doing, the status and ramifications associated with changes
can be monitored and schedules and resources shifted to emerging require-
ments. In this author's opinion, failure to identify the baseline con-
figuration and to control/monitor the changes to that baseline are an open
invitation for the loss of control in the areas of cost, schedule, and
performance.
ILS and CM are the cores for insuring that the configuration of an
equipment or weapon system is derived during development, determined
during design, established during production, and maintained during the
operational life [Ref. 13:3]. It is the art of organizing and control-
ling, planning, design development, and hardware operations by meafis of
uniform configuration control, and identification and status accounting of
the product [Ref. 13:7]. The PM/WSM, by incorporating effective ILS and
CM procedures, can insure that he or she is able to define and verify the
configuration items and logistics support elements that are to be procured,
control the changes to the characteristics, monitor the implementation of
changes, and track the configuration of all units in the inventory under
his or her cognizance [Ref. 10:28]. The author contends that by so doing,
the PM/WSM will vastly improve the chances of bringing the project to
fruition at the desired cost, schedule, and level of performance.
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The organizational structure that is used to support the PM/WSM in the
areas of ILS and CM are basically the same for both in-production and
out-of-production aircraft. Figure II-4 is a representative model of the
organization of a typical WSM office located at a Naval Air Rework
Facility (NARF). Figure II-5 is a further breakdown of this structure,
showing the special responsibilities of the Class Desk division, which
includes CM, and the Logistics/Fleet Support division, which includes the
function of ILS.
Like the PM/WSM, the ILS and CM managers operate within a huge matrix
of organizations. The following traits, therefore, are essential for the
personnel assigned to these positions:
1. Have an in-depth knowledge of the Navy logistics systems, i.e.,
supply, maintenance, training, ground support, and publications,
2. Be an effective organizer,
3. Be able to communicate with other people and inspire their dedi-
cation to hard work,
4. Be confident, for the job will require interaction with people at
all levels of the government and contractors,
5. Have analytical ability and be at ease with work that involves
much detail , and
6. Be patient and poised, but aggressive and innovative when required
[Ref. 17:31].
Figures II-6, II-7, and II-8 give a detailed overview of the requirements
of the WSM organization. Figure 1 1-9 is a representative example of the
interfaces that the PM/WSM, ILS and CM personnel must deal with on a
continual basis for an effective modification management effort. This
author feels strongly that the interface of the ILS and CM personnel is




















NOTE: (1) WHEN ASSIGNED SYSTEM IS STILL IN PRODUCTION OR
CHANGE ACTIVITY EXCEEDS FIVE MILLION DOLLARS
(2) WHEN IN THE AREAS OF EW AND WEAPONS DELIVERY
AIRCRAFT MODIFICATIO^^ REQUIRES EXTRAORDINARY
MANAGEMENT/ COORD I NAT I ON











WSM SUPPORT ORGANIZATION ESTABLISHED SHOULD BE
STAFFED AND DEDICATED (TO PRECLUDE CONFLICT OF
priorities) to support the TOTAL WEAPON SYSTEM





















- A COMPILATION OF PROJECT MANAGEMENT FUNCTIONS
PERFORMED AT A FIELD ACTIVITY AFTER A WEAPON
SYSTEM HAS TRANSITIONED FROM MANAGEMENT IN A
PROJECT MANAGEMENT OFFICE TO A CONTINUATION
OF LIFE CYCLE MANAGEMENT IN A WEAPON SYSTEM
MANAGEMENT OFFICE.













- RESPONSIBILITY ASSIGNED ON A TIME-PHASED BASIS
- FINAL TRANSITION AFTER INITIAL DECISION THAT SYSTEM
NO LONGER REQUIRES HEADQUARTERS LEVEL MANAGEMENT





- DEPOT AIRCRAFT REWORK CONTROL
- MANAGEMENT OF MULTIPLE/COMMON EQUIPMENT AND
SUPPORT PROGRAMS
THE COMMANDER^ NAVAL AIR SYSTEMS COMMAND RETAINS BASIC
RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE SYSTEM, EVEN THOUGH IT HAS BEEN
TRANSITIONED TO A FIELD ACTIVITY FOR MANAGEMENT DURING
THE REMAINDER OF ITS LIFE CYCLE.





- THE WSM IS THE PRIMARY EXECUTIVE RESPONSIBLE AND
ACCOUNTABLE TO THE NAVAL AIR SYSTEMS COMMAND FOR
OVERALL MANAGEMENT OF THE ASSIGNED WEAPON SYSTEM.
THE WSM WILL HAVE MANAGEMENT RESPONSIBILITIES FOR
THE PLANNING AND EXECUTION OF:
- TOTAL SYSTEM INTEGRATION
- DESIGN AND ENGINEERING
- MODIFICATION
- MAINTENANCE AND REWORK





- FLEET LOGISTICS SUPPORT
Figure I I -8. Weapon System Management
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In this chapter, an overview of the configuration management and
Integrated logistic support requirements necessary to effect a modifi-
cation program were presented. The importance of gaining early control of
a modification program through the conscious effort at configuration
management was stressed. In addition, the importance of the documentation
was presented as a part of the process.
The initial requirement is to establish the CI, so that adequate
baseline information about the program can be determined and tracked as
the modification effort moves forward. The CA is utilized in this process
to verify that the CI is in accordance with the specifications and para-
meters designated for the modification plan.
CC is the process that ties the project together through the system-
atic evaluation of changes to the CI and determination of the necessity of
changes to the CI. CC is the direct link to the processes that will be
discussed in the next chapter.
CSA is the process by which the USN, as well as the other services,
determine the current status of the modification process. The necessity
to understand the status for all modifications in process is a principle
concern to the PM/WSM organizations, and CSA is the process that can
develop the required information.
The ILS information within the PM/WSM organizations allows for the
melding of the engineering concepts developed by the configuration manage-
ment personnel with the support parameters developed by the logistics
personnel. The interface of these two disciplines is essential to the




The next chapter will deal with the driving force behind the scene:
the Operational Safety Improvement Program (OSIP), Engineering Change
Proposal (ECP) processes and the flow of funds into the various commands
tasked to provide support in the modification management arena.
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III. OPERATIONAL SAFETY IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM, ENGINEERING CHANGE
PROPOSALS AND THE FLOW OF FUNDS IN THE MODIFICATION PROCESS
A. INTRODUCTION
This chapter will provide a discussion of the requirements necessary
to initiate a modification program and the related flow of funds from the
process. The manner by which modifications are proposed, approved, and
implemented starts with the Operational Safety Improvement Program (OSIP),
which generally equates to the concept formulation stage in the acquisi-
tion process. The process then moves to the Engineering Change Proposal
(ECP) procedure, which Incorporates initial design, demonstration and
validation and, ultimately the approval for service use and production
installation.
The necessity for these programs was borne out by the Chief of Naval
Operations (CNO) ADM Hayward, during testimony to the House of Represen-
tatives on the 1980 budget in which he said:
"... Since 1974, the major way the aircraft side of the house has
been able to keep up with the requirement is through extending the
life of the airplanes. You have seen our CILOP, conversion in lieu
of procurement programs, which have allowed us to keep operating
attack and fighter airplanes well beyond life spans that we had been
accustomed to in the '50s and '60s. We are now flying airplanes that
are 15 to 20 years old in a very aggressive air-to-air and air-to-
ground role. That has been one of the major ways in which we have
attempted to avoid new procurement costs [Ref. 4:141].
During this cycle, the Configuration Management (CM) and Integrated
Logistic Support (ILS) personnel must operate in conjunction to insure
that the engineering and logistics disciplines interface and integrate the
modification process into a useable viable product. Additionally, as the
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OSIP/ECP process moves forward, funds are appropriated and expended to
support the emerging product. These funds must be properly monitored,
tracked, and accounted for in order to insure that they are spent in the
most cost/beneficial manner to both the CM and ILS personnel.
This chapter will highlight the important facets of the OSIP pro-
cedures, ECP processing requirements, and funds flow in order ^ allow the
reader to gain an understanding of the time, depth, and effort required to
prepare, justify, approve, and implement a modification program. Examples
from the A-3 Skywarrior and F-4 Phantom Weapon System Management (WSM)
offices will be used to provide actual scenarios of the process. The
information presented is a combination of the concepts discussed in
various instructions, notices, and manuals regarding the modification
processing problem.
B. OPERATIONAL SAFETY IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM (OSIP)
The OSIP process is the first step necessary to incorporate a modifi-
cation in an equipment or system. The function of putting together an
OSIP requirement and actually processing the requirement to approval can
be a long drawn-out procedure, lasting in excess of two years from the
initial input until actual approval to execute the OSIP plan is received.
The origin of the OSIP procedure starts at the Naval Air Systems
Command (NAVAIR) with the issuance of NAVAIR Notice 4000; The Operational
and Safety Improvement Program ^ Items for the Aircraft Modification Budget
for Fiscal Year 19XX; and submission of (Report Symbol NAVAIR 4000-10).
This notice requires the various PM/WSM organizations to submit modifi-
cation requirements for inclusion in the budget for the fiscal year 19XX
plus 2. The purpose of this early Identification and submission is to
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afford an adequate amount of time for the review of the proposals and to
facilitate submission of approved proposals into the Department of Defense
(DOD) Programming, Planning, and Budgeting System (PPBS). Appendix A is a
copy of the cover letter from the NAVAIR Notice 4000 OSIP submission
request for fiscal year 1983.
In order to understand the features of the request, a background in
the organizational and financial parameters required for submission is
necessary. The following sections will provide a brief overview of the
key players in the OSIP process and the financial areas involved.
1. Organizational Authority
Guidance in the preparation of OSIP submissions is received from
several levels within the hierarchy of the United States Navy (USN).
Starting with the CNO, authority is delegated down to the Deputy Chief of
Naval Operations, Air Warfare (DCNO), Code OP-05, who is the CNO's repre-
sentative for matters concerning aviation programs. Under the DCNO OP-05,
there are five divisions. The Aviation Plans and Requirements Division,
Code OP-50, is the focal point of the flow of OSIPs within CNO's office.
Within OP-50, the three branches: Program and Budget, OP-501 ; Aircraft/
Weapons Requirements, OP-506, and Aviation Plans, OP-508, are the primary
sources for OSIP review and approval. Appendix B is a detailed list of the
functions of OP-50 and the interaction of the functions of the various
branches. Figures III-l and III-2 are graphic representations of the
Office of the CNO and the DCNO for Air Warfare.
Additional direction and guidance at the third echelon level of
NAVAIR is received from the Chief of Naval Material (CNM). Since NAVAIR
is designated a systems command, it functionally reports to the Naval
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Figure III-4 is the organization chart for NAVAIR showing the
program and weapon system management interfaces with the higher levels
within the command. The chart indicates that while NAVAIR is designated
the overall responsibility for aviation weapon systems, it is still sub-
ordinate to, and must be responsive to, the direction and guidance pro-
vided by higher level authority.
Within NAVAIR, guidance for the preparation and submission re-
quirements for OSIPs is managed under the cognizance of the Plans and
Programs Division, Air-01. Further delegation of this authority is then
provided to Air-102 under the auspices of Air-01. As can be seen from
Appendix A, Air-102 is the originator within the NAVAIR community of the
requirement to submit OSIPs. Additional guidance is contained in the
notice from Air-08, Comptroller, on the delineation of funds and uses of
funds.
2. Types of Funds
Aviation Procurement, Navy (APN), funds are the procurement ac-
count from which funds are authorized to perform the modification pro-
grams. Additionally, Operations and Maintenance, Navy (0&M,N) funds are
utilized in the process for actual installation of the modifications. The
breakdown of the various segments of the APN appropriations is as follows:
APN-1 Combat Aircraft Procurement
APN-2 Airlift Aircraft Procurement
APN-3 Trainer Aircraft Procurement
APN-4 Other Aircraft Procurement
APN- 5 Modification of Aircraft
APN-6 Aircraft Spares and Parts











































Figure III-5 lists the major uses of APN funds in the modification
of Naval Aircraft. Table III-l is the presentation to the House of Repre-
sentatives on the 1980 Budget for the APN appropriation. As can be seen
from this table, $1.8 billion, or approximately 38 percent of the APN
budget, is for modification, spares, and support. 17.5 percent is for
modification alone, and while this represents a drop from the 22.5 percent
in 1979, it should be remembered from VADM McDonalds' seminar and testi-
mony by the CNO that fewer aircraft are available for modification as the
years pass.
As stated in Chapter I, this thesis will focus on the area of
APN-6 funds. The purpose for this is that the PM/WSM offices that the
author has been associated with and the interviews conducted by the
author, all stated that this was the most difficult area in which to gain
control over the funds assigned to the modification program.
3. OSIP Submission and Processing
The procedure that initiates the process is the issuance of NAVAIR
Notice 4000. This is referred to as the OSIP Call. The notice requests
the various PM/WSM organizations to nominate OSIP requirements to NAVAIR,
so that they can be reviewed and either approved or disapproved and then
included in the budget cycle. Upon receipt of the notice, the PM/WSM
offices submit, within a one month time frame, what basically amounts to a
shopping list for new programs, to Air-102, the NAVAIR agent tasked with
administering the OSIP process. The term "shopping list" is applicable
here. In an interview with the F-4 WSM staff, they stated that the sub-
mission of 30 OSIP items in one fiscal year was not unusual. They hoped
to get at least two or three approved. Those that were disapproved would






APN-1 THROUGH APN-4 — UTILIZED FOR IN PRODUCTION AIRCRAFT
APN-5 ~ MODIFICATIONS TO IN SERVICE AIRCRAFT
~ UTILIZED TO PAY FOR NON-RECURRING
COSTS ASSOCIATED WITH MODIFICATION
— KIT COSTS
~ GOVERNMENT FURNISHED EQUIPMENT
— GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
-- MANUALS
~ TRAINING AND CHANGES REQUIRED TO
TRAINING DEVICES
— CONTRACTOR INSTALLATION OF CHANGES
APN-5 ~ SPARES AND REPAIR PARTS, INCLUDING
THOSE REQUIRED FOR THE MODIFICATION
PROCESS
~ INTERIM SUPPORT
APN-7 — AIRCRAFT SUPPORT EQUIPMENT AND
FACILITIES
Figure I I 1-5. Funds Utilized in the Modification Process
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TABLE III-l. AIRCRAFT PROCUREMENT, NAVY (APN) BUDGET
SUBMISSION FOR FISCAL YEAR 1980
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The submissions from the PM/WSM offices are coordinated with the
Ground Support Equipment (GSE) personnel at NAVAIR and with the Naval
Aviation Logistics Center (NALC) for inclusion of data pertinent to depot
installations. However, no attempt is made to interface with the Air-04
Logistics and Fleet Support, or Air-05, Engineering Personnel, at this
point in the process. Figures III-6 and III-7 provide an overview of the
guidance contained in the notice as to how the programs will be organized
and what funds are used to effect the modification.
After receiving all the input in response to the OSIP Call, Air-
102 reviews the submissions for proper format and composition and forwards
them to the office of the CNO. Within CNO's office, OP-506 is the respon-
sible agent for reviewing the OSIP submissions.
OP-506 is the first place in the process where programs are sub-
jected to disapproval. During the time frame from November 1980 to May
1981, the CNO internal review function is performed. It may or may not be
interactive with the PM/WSM organizations, i.e., programs may be given a
go/no go designation with no recourse from the PM/WSM or they may be
tentatively rejected with allowance for reclama. In any event, those that
survive are required to be updated. The final output from this review
procedure is the input to the CNO Program Analysis Memorandum (CPAM). The
CPAM's are developed to present to the CNO Executive Board (CEB) an over-
view of the approved Five Year Program. Subsequent to CEB review and
decision, the CPAM's form the basis for the Navy Program Objectives Memo-
randum (POM).
During the time period June 1981 through August 1981, the Office
of the Comptroller of the Navy (NAVCMPT) conducts the review of the POM,





FROM THE OFFICE OF THE DEPUTY CHIEF OF NAVAL OPERATIONS,
AIRWARFARE (OP-50)
:
- COSTS IN FY 82 DOLLARS FOR FY 83 AND SUBSEQUENT YEARS
- COMPLETION OF MODIFICATION IN A MAXIMUM OF 5 YEARS
- QUANTITIES TO BE MODIFIED MUST BE IN THE ACTIVE FLEET
- INSTALLATION OF MODIFICATIONS WILL BE TN-HOUSE AND
SHOULD BE DONE DURING SDLM TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT
- COMPONENT MODIFICATIONS WILL BE STRUCTURED TO CONFORM
TO THE REWORK SCHEDULE FOR THAT COMPONENT
- ALL MODIFICATION PROGRAMS MUST BE WELL DEFINED AND
CAPABLE OF STANDING ALONE
- EMPHASIS IS ON THE ELIMINATION OF CONCURRENCY
- USE OF FIELD TEAMS IS AUTHORIZED TO COMPLETE PROGRAMS
Figure III-6. Guidance Provided by the Chief of Naval






FROM THE OFFICE OF THE COMPTOLLER, NAVAL AIR SYSTEMS
COMMAND (AIR-805):
- PROGRAMS ARE TO BE STRICTURED ON A FULLY FUNDED BASIS
- ALL INSTALLATION COSTS ARE CHARGEABLE TO O&MN
- SLEP STUDIES ARE CHARGEABLE TO O&MN IF THE EFFORT
INVOLVES EXTENDING THE USEFUL LIFE WITHIN THE CURRENT
PERFORMANCE ENVELOPE, AND TO RDTSEN IF THE EFFORT
INVOLVES REDESIGN TO INCREASE THE PERFORMANCE ENVELOPE
- CONTRACTOR ENGINEERING TECHNICAL SERVICES ARE CHARGEABLE
TO APN-5 FOR CONTRACTOR TO CONTRACTOR SERVICES. CONTRACTOR
TO Navy effort is chargeable to
- THE INITIAL ILS PLAN IS FUNDED BY APN-5
- SDLM COSTS ARE CHARGEABLE TO O&MN
- TRAINING MATERIAL, TRAINER MODIFICATION, GROUND SUPPORT
EQUIPMENT AND PUBLICATIONS ARE FUNDED BY APN-5




hearings the PM/WSM are required to refine all approved requirements and
to testify before the NAVCOMPT personnel. During these hearings NAVCOMPT
may cut funds from the approved programs but does not cut programs them-
selves. Funding cuts are eligible for reclama from PM/WSM organizations
at this point and have the backing of NAVAIR and CNO. Along with the
requirement to refine all the figures presented to the NAVCOMPT hearings,
the PM/WSM are required at this point to interface with the Air-04 and
Air-05 personnel to attempt to present as complete a package as possible.
The output from these hearings, with CNO approval, is the Navy POM.
The September to October 1981 time period is the point where the
Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD) and the Office of Management and
Budget (0MB) review the Navy POM. For the PM/WSM organizations, it is
basically a reiteration of the process that comprised the NAVCOMPT
hearing. The output of this review is the Decision Package Sets (DPS),
which are a threat to the ultimate approval and authority to execute an
OSIP. Once again, the PM/WSM has the recourse of reclama to again attempt
to justify the OSIP requirement. The final output from this review is the
DOD budget which is forwarded to the President for Congressional submis-
sion in January 1982.
From January through September 1982, the Congress reviews and re-
arranges the budget submission as required to gain approval. During this
period,. the PM/WSM is afforded no opportunity to update the OSIP submit.
If Congress is able to perform their review function in a timely manner,
the first concurrent resolution is passed authorizing new budget authority
by May 15, 1982. At this point in time, an internal apportionment process
is used by NAVAIR to delineate to the PM/WSM offices the approved OSIPs
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and probable funding levels. This procedure is only used if the funding
levels are known to be less than that required to proceed with the
approved modification programs.
The primary use of the apportionment process from NAVAIR is to
identify to the PM/WSM the approved OSIPs and to allow the organizations
enough time to request ECPs from either the proposed prime contractor or
the Cognizant Field Activity (CFA). Normal generation time, from the
author's experience, indicates that it will take three to four months for
the ECP to be written and received. Thus, the ECP will arrive at approxi-
mately the same time as the start of the new fiscal year.
Upon receipt of the ECP, the PM/WSM reviews the proposal and
generates a decision memorandum stating that the ECP is approved or dis-
approved. From this point, the ECP process takes over and is the subject
of the next section.
A quick review of the OSIP procedure indicates that the process is
a long and complicated affair, with much time and effort by the PM/WSM and
their staffs in generating a requirement and then justifying it. However,
this goes back to the statement that was made earlier; the process must
preclude the approval of any marginal or technologically insignificant
changes. The high levels of review necessary to approve and incorporate a
modification program are a necessity to insure that the most beneficial
programs are accomplished with the limited funds provided in the budget
cycle. Figures III-8 and III-9 summarize in graphic representation the




1. AIR-102 ~ NAVAIR NOTICE 4000 REQUESTS OSIP NOMINATIONS
2. WSM. AIR-04, AIR-05 -- submission of osips to AIR-102
AFTER COORDINATION WITH GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT AND
NAVAL AIR LOGISTICS COMMAND PERSONNEL
3. AIR-102 ~ COMPILES AND SUBMITS OSIPS TO OP-505
4. OP-506 -- FORWARDS TENTATIVE PROGRAM OBJECTIVES MEMO-
RANDUM (TPOM) to NAVAIRj BASIS FOR DETAILED PRICING
AND PRIORITIES
5. AIR-102 TO OP-505 ~ program objectives memorandum (pom)
WRITTEN; control TOTALS PROVIDED BY OP-505, OP-501,
OP-92 AND AIR-08
5. AIR-102 — ASSIGNS OSIP numbers to APPROVED MODIFICATION
PROJECTS AND PREPARES BUDGET BACK UP FOR APN FUNDS
7, AIR-102 — UPON RELEASE OF CURRENT YEAR FUNDS AND THE
RECEIPT OF AVIATION CONFIGURATION CONTROL BOARD (aCCB)
ACTIONS ON RESULTING ENGINEERING CHANGE PROPOSALS (ECP)
DIRECTS FUNDS FOR IMPLEMENTATION OF THE APPROVED PROGRAMS
Figure III-8. OSIP Submission Procedures
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OS IP BUDGET CYCLE


































Figure III-9. OSIP Budget Cycle
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C. ENGINEERING CHANGE PROPOSAL (ECP)
Once the PM/WSM has decided to approve an ECP, the process that in-
itiates the proposal is relatively rapid, in comparison to the time period
required to process an OSIP. Within the PM/WSM organization, the class
desk will prepare the Aviation Configuration Control Board (ACCB) format.
At the same time, the ILS personnel, in conjunction with the CM personnel,
will prepare the Cost and Funding Summary, Milestone Plan, and tentatively
estimate the types and amounts of spares required to support the modifi-
cation process. Input data is received from all the various areas
necessary to support the modification effort, i.e., engineering design,
maintenance, ground support, publication, manuals, etc.
1 . Engineering Change Proposal (ECP) Policy and Guidelines
Configuration control and the interface with ILS involves the use
of ECPs and requests for deviations and waivers of technical requirements.
Its objective is to ensure the smooth functioning of the ECP preparation,
evaluation, approval, and implementation [Ref. 13:11] and to preclude
marginal or insignificant modifications [Ref. 1:47].
The procedures for ECP processing and accomplishment are broadly
discussed in the Joint Services Regulation on Configuration Management,
NAVMAT Instruction 4130. lA, dated 1 July 1974. Actual implementation
procedures are contained in the Military Standards, DOD-STD 480A and MIL-
STD 481. While both are entitled Configuration Control -Engineering
Changes, Deviations, and Waivers, DOD-STD 480A provides the detailed in-
structions and requires the detailed analysis of the impact of imple-




Two major policy statements generally summarize the ECP policy for
the USN. First, all participants must evaluate the proposed modification
to assure that consideration has been given to the total impact of each
change. The second policy is that each proposed modification should be
evaluated on the basis of overall net benefit of the proposed change. It
must include the alternative of not incorporating the modification plan
[Ref. 9:IV-2].
In accordance with guidance published in the DOD-STD and the
NAVMAT and NAVAIR instructions, ECPs are classified into two broad cate-
gories: Class I and Class II changes. Class II changes are those that do
not effect performance, interchangabil ity, cost, maintainability, reli-
ability, or delivery schedules. Class I changes are required for all
other situations. Important to note in this classification scheme is that
all proposed changes to an equipment or system after product baseline has
been established will be processed as Class I changes [Ref. 14:3-1]. As a
means for determining whether a change should be Class I or Class II,
Figure III-IO is included from NAVAIR Instruction 4130. lA as a represen-
tative model of how the process is determined.
Class I ECPs are assigned priorities for determining the time
frame in which they should be reviewed and implemented. The priorities
are defined as follows;
a. Emergency
If the modification is not accomplished, it may seriously
compromise national security or a hazardous condition may result in
serious or fatal injury. Decisions on these changes should be made within
24 hours of receipt.
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CHECKLIST FOR CLASSIFYIIIG EJiGEIEEREIG CHAJIGE3
(L-i AcQordance with DOD-3TD-430A)
This checklist is to be used to classify engineering changes to any ^lard-
ware specified for oontroi in the contract in accordance with XD-DTD-^ 3CA
,
paragraph 4- . 2 . 1.
Th.e check sheet statements apply to the Lowest level specified by the
base line identified in the PCI (Product Configuration Identification)
as established in the contract.
Place a check ( ) in the approriate YES or MO colunn for items 1 through
16. A check in the YES colunn indicates the change is CLASS I whereas
no checks in the YES colunn indicates the change is CLASS II.
YES UO Are any of the factors listed below affected:
1. The functional or allocated oonfiguraticn
(contract SPECIFICATION for functional or
allocated base line )
.
2. The product configuration identification as
contractually specified, (or as applied to
Government activities ) , excluding referenced
drawings.
3. The TECHNICAL RECJUIRIJIENTS listed below contained
in the product configuration identification, includ-
ing referenced drawings, as contractually specified
(or as applied to Goverranent acti'/ities )
:
(a) Performance (outside stated tolerance).
(b) Reliability, niaintaixiability or sur'/ivafaility
(outside stated tolerance).
(c) Weigjit, balance, nonent of inertia.
(d) Interface characteristics.
^. Fee, incentive, or cost.
5. Schedules.
5. Guarantees or deliveries.
7. (kivemraent furnished equipment (GFE).





10. i^perational , test or maintenance computer programs.
11. Compatibility with support equipment, trainers or
training devices/ equipment.
12. Configuration to the extent that retrofit action
'/TOuld be taken
13. Delivered operation and maintenance manuals for
which adequate diange/revision funding is not on
existing contracts.
V^. Pre-set adjustments or schedules affecting operating
limits of perfoniance to such an extent as to require
assignment of a new identification number.
15. Interchangeability, substitiitability or replaceability
as applied to configuration items ( CIs ) , and to all
subassemblies and parts of repairable CIs, excluding
the pieces and parts of non-repairable subassemblies.
15. Sources of CIs or repairable items at any level
defined by source control drawings.
17. This change is:
(a) CLASS I
(b) CLASS II





If the modification is not accomplished, it may seriously
compromise effectiveness, or could result in injury to personnel or damage
to eguipment. Also included are those changes necessary to effect inter-
face changes, or to effect time dependent cost reductions. These changes
should be acted upon within 15 days of receipt.
c. Routine
Those cases not covered by a. or b. above. Decisions on these
ECPs should be made within 45 days after receipt [Ref. 18:5].
In reviewing ECPs, the USN considers the following ramifi-
cations before making a determination on the approval/disapproval of the
proposal
:
1) Relative merit of the proposed modification versus the un-
changed equipment or system.
2) Manhours, downtime, technical competence, and level and/or
type of facilities required to accomplish the modification.
3) The manhour backlog required to incorporate previously ap-
proved modification programs.
4) The effect on spares, repair parts, data, and publications.
5) The effect on delivery schedules.
6) The effect on personnel training and upon training equipment
and devices.
7) The effect on existing support equipment and test equipment.
8) The availability of appropriate funds.
9) Risk assessment of the hazard to be eliminated by the modifi-
cation, if any, shall include hazard severity and probability
of occurrence.




Within the USN, ECP processing occurs at the headquarters level
(NAVAIR) for aviation weapon system modifications. The body empowered to
process ECPs is the Aviation Configuration Control Board (ACCB). Activi-
ties submitting ECPs submit them to NAVAIR headquarters attention Code
Air-01D4 with information copies to the affected functional areas (Air-04
for logistic support; Air-05 for engineering analysis) and to ASO, Naval
Air Technical Service Facility (NATSF), and other affected agencies.
Upon receipt in NAVAIR, the ACCB Secretariat (Air-01D4) is respon-
sible for recording and distributing all Class I ECPs, and requests for
Major or Critical Deviations and Waivers. Once the ECP has been deemed
acceptable by the PM/WSM, a decision memorandum is issued by the PM/WSM
office and is distributed to all who must act on or prepare the ECP for
ACCB consideration. Upon receipt of the decision memorandum from the
PM/WSM, all action addressees will conduct a detailed evaluation of the
proposed modification and prepare required ACCS change request forms, im-
plementation schedules, and financial summaries. The cognizant Air-04,
logistics and Air-05, engineering managers are tasked with the responsi-
bility of directing the review and evaluation of the ECPs within their
respective groups and with the supporting field activities. In addition,
they are also required to keep each other and the PM/WSM informed on any
problems that may arise during the review and evaluation and on the pro-
gress of the effort.
Processing of ECPs through the Air-04 organization is required to
assure that all proposed changes are evaluated by the affected logistics/
fleet support areas and coordinated with controlling custodians affected.
The Logistics Manager (LM) accomplishes a preliminary review to determine
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whether or not affected logistics areas have been adequately addressed. If
the LMs deem that they are, they notify the PM/WSM so that a decision
memorandum can be expedited. If logistics information is inadequate, the
LM should notify the PM/WSM at the earliest opportunity, so that a
revision to the ECP can be requested.
The processing requirement for ECPs by the Air-05 organization
begins with a detailed engineering review and evaluation. When the total
impact of the change has been determined, an ACCB Change Request/Directive
is prepared by the cognizant engineer and forwarded to the PM/WSM. In
addition, the Air-05 engineer must determine from the Naval Weapons Engin-
eering Support Activity (NAVWESA) industrial specialist other service
users of items or systems affected by the modification and assure complete
coordination prior to ACCB action.
Upon receipt of the completed ACCB Change Request Package, the PM/
WSM reviews the package for completeness. If necessary, the PM/WSM should
conduct pre-ACCB meetings to resolve funding problems, schedules, and
desired production/retrofit effectivities, taking whatever corrective
action that may be appropriate. Submission of the ACCB Change Request is
made after the PM/WSM signs the package, signifying concurrence with the
proposal
.
Upon receipt of a ACCB Change Request package, the ACCB secretar-
iat screens the package for completeness, adequacy of funding, justifi-
cation, required concurrences, and proposed implementing actions. Change
Requests packages are then scheduled for review before a weekly meeting of
the ACCB. During the meeting of the ACCB, the PM/WSM or a designated
representative presents the package to the Board. ACCB members partici-
pate interactively during the presentation and address areas under their
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cognizance. Of importance in this review is that upon ACCB approval, the
Chance Request becomes the official directive to all elements/agencies who
are to initiate implementing actions. Of additional note is that ACCB
decisions are to be implemented exactly as approved.
Figure III-ll is a graphic representation of the processing re-
quirements for ECPs. The flow presented in this diagram is meant to be
representative of the discussion above. Figure III-12 is an actual
example of the planning process utilized by the A-3 WSM for modification
of RA-3B reconnaissance aircraft to the ERA-3B electronic/reconnaissance
configuration. Appendix C is excerpted from NAVAIR Instruction 4130. lA
for additional guidance in the processing of modification requests.
Noteworthy of this appendix is the many examples that can be used for
future preparation, review and evaluation of ECPs.
D. FUNDS FLOW AS A FUNCTION OF THE OSIP/ECP PROCESS
The purpose of the OSIP/ECP process is to generate a flow of funds to
justified authorized programs after approval, so that implementation can
begin. As stated previously, the major source of funds involved in the
modification process for aviation systems and equipment comes from the
Aircraft Procurement, Navy (APN) appropriation.
Within the APN appropriation, specific Budget Areas (BA) define the
authorized use of funds. Generally, the following breakdown is provided
for the BAs.
1. BA-1 through BA-4 fund the procurement of Combat, Airlift, Trainer
and Special Purpose aircraft respectively, and also fund changes to air-
craft and related items in production and are administered by the Program




















































































2. BA-5 funds are utilized to support the procurement of modification
kits and related items of change support for in-service aircraft. Addi-
tionally, BA-5 funds support the Service Life Extention Program (SLEP) and
Conversion in Lieu of Procurement (CILOP) program. BA-5 funds are admini-
stered by Air- 102, Aircraft Modification Branch.
3. BA-6 funds provide for:
a. The initial outfitting and pipeline quantities of repairable
spares and repair parts for new and modified aircraft.
b. The procurement of repairable spare equipment and repair parts
to replenish inventories supporting the operating and flying-hour programs
for aircraft already in the fleet.
c. The support of changes to be incorporated by attrition, i.e.,
engineering drawing or change, technical manual or change, modification of
trainers only, modification of Common Support Equipment (CSE), or modifi-
cation of out-of-production Peculiar Support Equipment (PSE).
BA-6 funds are administered by Air-412.
4. BA-7 funds finance the procurement of aircraft support equipment,
production facilities and services. BA-7 funds are administered by
various elements within the NAVAIR organization depending upon the type of
equipment or facility affected [Ref. 9:C-1].
In addition to the APN funds utilized in the modification effort,
Operations and Maintenance, Navy (0&M,N) funds are allocated to the
various field activities for use in the installation of modifications and
the modification of spares by the NARF as well as the procurement of
consumable repair parts. The designation of the "pot" of funds associated
with NAVAIR is 0&MN-7A. BA-7 relates to the Central Supply and Mainten-
ance portion of the Five-Year Defense Plan. This is the fund that covers
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NAVAIRs logistics programs. The largest program covers depot level modi-
fication, maintenance, rework, overhaul, and repair of active naval air-
craft, engines, air launched weapons, and other aviation related equip-
ment. Other programs funded by this appropriation include engineering and
technical services, inspection and contract administration services by
Naval Plant Representatives, and technical publications. The O&MN funds
are administered by Air-04 through ASO, NALC, NATSF, NAVWESA, and other
field activities [Ref. 9:C-3].
The flow of funds from an approved ECP to the implementing
activities is delineated by the Cost and Funding Summary, which is
attached to the ECP. As shown on the sample in Appendix C, the tasked
activity, the implementing activity (NAVAIR fund administrator), and the
type and amount of funds are delineated for the purpose of ultimately
distributing the funds to the tasked activity. Additionally, it should be
noted that funding requirements for the entire life of the program are
designated from the first approval.
The distribution of funds is accomplished as a result of a Project
Directive (PD) issued by Air- 102, once the ECP has been approved by the
ACCB. For in-production aircraft managed by a PM, APN-5 funds are dir-
ected to the PM, while APN-6 funds are forwarded to Air-412. In the case
of an out-of-production weapon system managed by a WSM at a field
activity, APN-5 funds are directed to APC-1 , the WSM coordinating office
located in NAVAIR under the auspsices of Air-01, and APN-6 funds are once
again directed to Air-412. APN-5 funds are distributed by the PM and APC
organizations via requisitions, Work Requests, Requests for Contractor
Procurement, Purchase Orders, Allotments, or whatever form is appropriate.
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bAPN-6 funds are distributed by Air-412 to the various tasked activities
via the allotment authorization process.
The major problem here, and the hypothesis of this thesis, is that
this distribution by Air-412 has no direct link back to the PM/APC/ WSM
office that is tasked with the overall supervision and implementation of
the approved ECP. Interviews with the PM/WSM organizations, and personnel
experience of the author, confirms this fact as one of the major problems
in the coordination of modification control and the flow of information
necessary to maintain fiscal accountability. In the next chapter, the
author will highlight the mechanisms that are utilized at the ASO in its
interface with NAVAIR on the management of modification funds assigned.
E. SUMMARY
In this chapter, a brief overview of the processes required to form-
ulate and implement a modification program was presented. The OSIP pro-
cedure, as the initial step in the process can be a long drawn-out affair
lasting in excess of two years, but is necessitated by the requirement
that modification programs be included in the budget cycle on a timely
basis. Furthermore, this process is required to insure that a steady flow
of innovative improvements are submitted and that only those that are most
worthy are selected for incorporation.
The ECP process, as a follow-on to the OSIP procedures, is the method
by which NAVAIR is able to review and evaluate the justification for and
the methodology by which a change will be incorporated into a weapon
system or equipment. The necessity for this procedure is to ensure that
all affected funds are available prior to starting a modification effort.
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The flow of funds from the OSIP/ECP process starts in the implemen-
tation procedures for an approved modification program. While APN-5 and
O&MN funds are easily tracked and monitored by the PM/WSM organizations,
APN-6 funds administered by Air-412 have no direct link established as a
feedback to the PM/WSM. This lack of feedback has been a source of com-
plaints from all PM/WSM organizations that the author has been associated
with.
Chapter IV will deal with the problems associated with the lack of
positive feedback on APN-6 funds assigned to the ASO. To deal with this
subject, a review of the organization setup of both the ASO and NAVAIR
will be presented and the interfaces that exist between the two. The
approach will address the reports that are generated to accomplish the




IV. ANALYSIS OF FUNDS MANAGEMENT
A. INTRODUCTION
This chapter will provide a discussion of the management concepts
utilized by the Naval Air Systems Command (NAVAIR) and the Aviation Supply
Office (ASO) in the management of Aviation Procurement, Navy (APN) funds
in the modification process. Having delineated how the Operational Safety
Improvement Program (OSIP) and Engineering Change Proposal (ECP) proce-
dures are applied to generate the flow of funds necessary to implement and
accomplish the modification plan, the actual management controls for
administering the appropriated funds will now be reviewed. The discussion
is limited to the funds administered by the Supply Policy and Management
Division, NAVAIR Code 412 (AIR-412), i.e., APN-6 funds utilized to support
the modification effort, in conjunction with ASO. This is due to the
fact, as previously stated, that this is most often the common source of
complaints from the Program Manager (PM)/Weapon Systems Manager (WSM)
organizations.
The chapter will provide an overview of the management processes that
exist in both NAVAIR and ASO in the management of APN-5 funds. The review
will highlight the basic organizational structure, the reporting and
feedback methods, the strength and weaknesses of the controls that exist,
and the problems resulting from the associated weaknesses. Recommenda-
tions for improving the current method of operation will then be provided.
The discussion in this chapter is a result of the author's personal back-
ground and knowledge, data gained from a review of organizational direc-




B. NAVAIR ORGANIZATION FOR ADMINISTERING APN-6 FUNDS
Within the NAVAIR organization, there are several divisions that
operate for the purpose of maintaining a viable Naval Air Force. The
primary divisions associated with the management of modification funds are
Plans and Programs (AIR-Gl), Logistics and Fleet Support (Air-04) and the
Comptroller (AIR-Q8). The close interface of these divisions is essential
to the success of any modification program to insure that the planning,
support, and fiscal requirements all mesh and that the end result is a
viable weapon system.
1. Under the auspices of AIR-01 fall the responsibilities for ad-
ministering the functioning of all PM and WSM organizations. Also in-
cluded in this division is AIR- 102, the Aircraft Modification Management
branch. While not fully responsible for the administration of APN-6
funds, this branch is liable for ensuring that the modification process is
carried out as specified in the approved Aviation Configuration Control
Board (ACCB) Change Directive.
2. The Comptroller Organization, AIR-08, is responsible for ensuring
the timely and accurate alloting and reporting of funds assigned to the
organization via the budget process for the Department of Defense (DOD).
The important interface for the modification process is that an AIR-08
representative must approve all allotment authorizations initiated by the
AIR-412 personnel. This serves to allow the close observation of the
dispersal of funds to other implementing commands and controls the flow of
funds outside of NAVAIR. Additionally, it should be recalled from Chapter
III that the AIR-08 organization is also involved in setting the guide-
lines by which OSIP's are prepared. Close integration between the AIR-08
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division and the other NAVAIR divisions is essential for the timely exe-
cution of the modification plan and its associated funds.
3. AIR-04 is responsible for the Logistics and Fleet Support function
within NAVAIR. To provide the services required by the operating forces,
AIR-04 is subdivided into five major branches: Logistics Management Divi-
sion, AIR-410; Maintenance Policy and Engineering Division, AIR-411;
Supply Policy and Management Division, AIR-412; Weapons Training Division,
AIR-413, and Ground Support Equipment Management Division, AIR-417. Each
of these separate divisions is responsible for a portion of the logistic
support provided by NAVAIR in supporting the operating fleet.
a. AIR-410 is responsible for the overall logistic management
function for the assigned aircraft. Within this division personnel are
assigned as Assistant Program Manager, Logistics (APML) to specific type
aircraft. As such, these people are responsible for coordinating with the
other divisions within AIR-04 for the specific requirements provided by
the other divisions, i.e., maintenance, engineering, supply support,
training, and ground support. The APML reports directly to the PM or WSM
for the aircraft system.
b. AIR-411 provides maintenance and engineering policy to the
APML and to other divisions within AIR-04 on a required basis. Tasking
for most of the studies done by the AIR-411 personnel is the direct result
of a modification to the aircraft or systems, or the result of a failure
in the reliability or maintainability of certain pieces of equipment.
c. AIR-413 provides information to the AIR-04 division on the
training and publication requirements necessary to meet the desired level
of maintainability, reliability, and level of repair capability.
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d. AIR-417 functions in much the same manner as AIR-410, except
that it deals in the area of ground support equipment instead of aircraft
and equipment. This division must also coordinate its effort with the
other divisions in AIR-04, or risk the possibility of procuring support
equipment that is unusable on the aircraft for which it was intended.
e. AIR-412 is assigned responsibility for supply support policy
and management. To provide this support, AIR-412 is organized along
functional lines within the matrix management format utilized by NAVAIR to
support operating aircraft of the USN. Various desks within the AIR-412
organization are assigned types of aircraft for which they oversee the
supply support function. Usually, these positions are aligned with
specific communities of aircraft, i.e., Patrol/ASW, fighter, attack,
training, etc. The purpose of this alignment is to provide for close
coordination between the PM/WSM organization, the APML in AIR-410 and the
cognizant supply support area within AIR-412. The single point of contact
within AIR-412 for the C-130 Hercules aircraft, for example, would be code
AIR-412B3. By setting up this single point of contact, close coordination
and interface between the AIR-412 personnel and other activities can be
established and maintained.
Also contained in the AIR-412 organization is a Financial
Manager, responsible for the administration and allotment of funds to the
various activities involved in the modification process. This person is
tasked with the timely and cognizant alloting of funds to those activities
designated by the approved ACCB Change Directive for implementation of
ECP. Figure IV-1 is a representative sample of the format utilized to
allot funds appropriated for several modification programs to ASO. Note-
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Allot Mo. N0001977ALJCU0 3 Amend «(5
to ASO Philadelphia, ?A.
Ref: (a) ?-^, OSI? i+.TS, ACC3 ^731-32633 $ 230,000
(b) F-4, OSI? U-76, ACC3 #761-39232 313,100
(c) F-4, OSI? U-76, ACCB #751-39232 18,795
(d) F-4, OSI? '+-75, ACCB #751-435R2 i+56,000
(e) F-4, OSI? '+-75, ASO Support 1,000,000
(f) RF-4, OSI? 13-75 ASO Support 2,000,000
(g) CH-46Z, 031? '+-73, ASO Support 1,000,000
(h) EC-130Q, OSI? 21-71+, ACC3 #7i+l-3i+8R2 155,000
(i) TA-7C, 031? 19-71+, ACCB #771-90 112.
(j) RA-5C, RSM, ACCB #771-35 SO
(k) F-l'+, Coinpatibility, ACCB #761-512 2,000
(1) PPC-86, CCCB #7'+2-l'+7 2,057
(m) PPC-87, CCCB #752-93 l,65i+
(n) PPC-38, CCCB #752-205 30,500
(o) PJ--1+, 031? 13-75, ACCB #751-25533 2i+,250
ACCB #751-25553 " ' 9,300
(p) F-IU, Compatibility, ACCB #751-259 282,130
$5,535,51+8
Figure IV-1 . Sample Allotment of APN-6 Funds to ASO (Concluded)
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administered by AIR-412, approval of the allotment is still retained by
the Comptroller, AIR-08. This cross check serves to reduce any possi-
bility of errors in the allotment process and to preclude alloting funds
in excess of those authorized by higher authority and the Change
Directive. Additionally, it should be noted that the cognizant APML
receives a copy of the allotment form. This helps to insure that the
matrix management structure is informed of the fact that funds have been
alloted to the implementing activity for processing of the assigned task.
Figures IV-2, IV-3, and IV-4 are the organization charts for
AIR-01, AIR-04, and AIR-08, respectively. They are included to give the
reader an understanding of the structure utilized by NAVAIR in supporting
aircraft of the United States Navy (USN).
As stated in Chapter III, AIR-412 is the administering office
for APN-6 modification funds. In this regard, AIR-412 must coordinate
with the other divisions within AIR-04 to insure that the proper offices
are notified of the allotments and that the requirements from all the
other divisions are passed to the implementing activities. In the author's
opinion, this integration of effort is mandatory to the successful
completion of a modification effort. Furthermore, this provides a system
of checks and balances over the modification effort to promote the
efficient and effective use of resources assigned to the project. Without
the close coordination and interface of the AIR-04 offices, no modifi-
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Figure IV-4, Organization Chart for NAVAIR-08
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ASO was established in 1941 because of the need for a single,
central, control agency dedicated for the logistics support of the Naval
Air Force [Ref. 20:1]. Prior to the organization of ASO as the central-
ized inventory control point for naval aviation, the need for aircraft
spares was satisfied by one of several Navy bureaus or air stations.
Spares were procured on an as required basis, or were manufactured as
necessary. The advent of World War II spelled the end for this type of
support and facilitated the growth of an organization that was to be
capable of responding to the need for support on a global basis. Over the
past 40 years ASO has evolved from a highly manual operation, to one that
incorporates several computers and programs that compute and predict the
required spares and repair parts necessary to support the sophisticated
aircraft and systems in the USN inventory.
Today ASO manages approximately 213,000 consumable aviation
peculiar repair parts and 53,000 repairable assemblies [Ref. 21:IV-T]. To
insure proper support is provided to the operating forces, ASO utilizes a
budget that is close to $2 billion for fiscal year 1981. This budget
comprises the requirement for rework, of repairable assemblies, procurement
of new repai rabies and the procurement of consumable items.
2. Organization
ASO is organized for the purpose of providing logistic support to
the operating units of the Naval Air Forces. To provide this support, ASO
is divided into four major offices: Operations, Purchase, Comptroller, and
Planning and Data Systems. Tasked with the overall responsibility for
logistic support in the area of spare and repair parts, these offices
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within ASO must work in close harmony to produce the output necessary to
provide the desired level of support.
In the administration and utilization of modification funds as-
signed to ASO as an implementing activity, each of the four branches has
an assigned task to perform. Original receipt of funds and responsibility
for the monitoring of expenses specifically related to the modification
funds is performed by the Comptroller's office. The Operation's office is
responsible for the processing of technical data and requirements infor-
mation into a procurement package that will adequately support the modi-
fication effort. Upon higher level review and approval, the Purchasing
Branch is responsible for negotiating contracts for the material require-
ments. Throughout this process, the Planning and Data Systems office is
tasked to provide the necessary planning data, i.e., number of aircraft to
be modified, number of configurations to support, support sites that must
have operating inventory, etc., and the data processing necessary to
support the ASO requirement for file data and inventory control.
Thus, the modification process at ASO is one that must be con-
ducted on a coordinated basis to insure that it is properly executed on a
timely' basis, with the proper emphasis given to the various parameters
that are involved in seeing the process through to completion. Figure IV-5
is the organizaton chart for ASO, showing the interrelationships of all
the various offices within the organization.
As can be seen from Figure IV-5, the Operations office is the
largest and most complex of the subunits within the ASO organization.
Within the Operations office, four divisions are utilized to effect the
desired support of aircraft and equipment. The Weapons Logistics (WL)
















































































































































The Stock Control (SC) division manages all out-of-production aircraft,
aircraft engines, common aeronautical equipment, and ground support equip-
ment (GSE). The Technical division, which is co-located with the sup-
ported WL/SC division, maintains the technical compliance specifications
for the assigned aircraft type and advises the WL/SC branches on matters
pertaining to the technical capability, engineering performance and re-
quirements related to the cataloging of items for ASO files. The Retail
Operations division determines the actual allowances for support material
based on parameters provided by the Planning and Data Systems office and
various Navy commands. The interface of these four divisions is essential
to the support of aircraft systems and equipment as well as the modifi-
cation effort.
The essence of ASO's purpose is embodied in the WL/SC divisions.
These divisions and their branches provide the necessary interface between
the user commands, the Hardware Systems commands (NAVAIR, NAVSUP, NAVMAT),
and the contractors, so that the required supply support can be provided
to the aviation community. It is the author's opinion, based on i-nter-
views with cognizant management personnel, that a failure on the part of
these divisions and branches to execute the budget and fiscal guidance
provided them, will inevitably lead to the failure of support in some
aspect for the operational units. It is from these divisions and branches
that the basis for ASO's interface to the Integrated Logistic Support
(ILS) field and the modification process is effected.
3. ASO ILS Interface
To facilitate the modification process, ASO, as a tasked activity
in the implementation of Class I ECPs, participates in the Integrated
Logistic Support Management Team (ILSMT) meetings for all Navy aircraft.
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These meetings are held to provide for overall ILS management direction.
The team is composed of selected personnel from all support organizations
and is the primary means of defining, managing, and achieving modification
objectives. ASO representation at ILSMT meeting is usually handled by the
branch officer for the particular aircraft. Figure IV-6 illustrates the
composition of a typical ILSMT. Important in this figure is that the
representative from ASO is designated an essential team member. In the
author's opinion the main purpose of the ILSMT is to achieve effective,
economical, and timely support of a weapon system modification through the
use of communication improvement.
4. ASQ Budget and Modification Funds Flow
Budgeting for aviation spares and repair parts is a continuous
process at ASO. Because of the magnitude and diversity of the budget, and
differing appropriations, the related work tends to persist throughout the
year. Additionally, budgeting is not limited to consideration of require-
ments for just the current and next fiscal year. It is normal to have in
being, or in process, strategic plans extending 6 or 7 years into- the
future.
The development of budget estimates covers not only the procure-
ment of aviation spare and repair parts but also the funds for the repair
of such material after it is procured. Furthermore, the budget effort
relates to both investment material (purchased for initial support of new
or modified weapon systems) and replenishment material (for continuing
support requirements) [Ref. 22:2].
In developing budgetary estimates, the Comptroller works closely
with the ASO weapons managers in the various WL/SC branches who are
responsible for providing the logistics support for the weapon systems.
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TYPICAL COMPOSITION OF A USfl
INTEGRATED LOGISTIC SUPPORT MANAGEiOT TEAM
- a typical usn integrated logistic support mangement team
for major projects and modification programs is composed
of members from the following commands;
* denotes essential team members
*
- navair; chairman (for navair managed programs)
*
- weapon system manager; chairman (for transitioned
programs)
*
- CHIEF OF NAVAL OPERATIONS REPRESENTATIVE (sPONSOR)
- chief of naval reserve represntative (when involved)
*
- aviation supply office representative
- commandant of the marine corps representative (when
involved)
*
- naval air technical services facility
*
- commander, naval air forces atlantic or pacific
- cg fourth marine air wing (when involved)
- fleet marine forces atlantic or pacific (when involved)
* - chief of naval air technical training
* - naval air logistics center
* naval air rework facilities
* naval/air FORCE PLANT REPRESENTATIVES OFFICE (DURING
PRODUCTION phase)
* NAVAL AIR ENGINEERING CENTER
Figure IV-6. Organization of a Typical USN ILSMT
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this provides for the close interface of financial and supply consider-
ations. In this joint process, ASO utilizes the Stratification Program, a
standardized DOD computerized process which determines by simulation what
items will be required for prcurement and in what quantities.
From the budgeting process, ASO receives the funds necessary to
accomplish its routine business as well as funds for the modification
process. Basically, the two segments of modification funds are APN-6;
Modification Initial (MOD I), which are funds allocated to ASO for the
procurement of new items introduced as a result of a modification to an
operating aircraft or system, and APN-6; Modification Follow-On (MOD FO),
which are the funds used for follow-on support for on-going modification
programs [Ref. 21:1:2]. It should be noted that MOD I funds are not
budgeted for by ASO. They are the direct result of the allocation process
from AIR-412 following the approval of an ECP at the ACCB. MOD FO funds
are budgeted for by ASO as part of their normal replenishment budget.
Table IV-1 is the summary of the ASO budget as of 8 February 1981.
This table portrays the funding levels for the past three fiscal years by
appropriation and budget area. Emphasis has been added to the MOD I line
for each year to make it easily discernable. Noticeable also is that no
line exists for the MOD FO budget. This is because, as stated earlier,
the MOD FO budget is computed as part of the normal APN-6 replenishment
budget. Thus, buried within the FY 81 APN-6 replenishment figure for
annual obligation plan is the total for MOD FO. To determine the amount
that is applicable to this, Appendix D is provided, which is the actual
allotment of funds to the WL/SC branches. By adding up the lines for MOD
FO assigned, the reader can obtain a dollar value total for the MOD FO
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Budget Execution Plan, delineates the actual total dollar value for the FY
81 MOD FO budget and equates it to aircraft type and OSIP number. This
figure is useful in that it portrays the amount of funds that are budgeted
for the MOD FO for specific aircraft, yet it does not provide information
on what material is required. This figure is also the only delineation of
MOD FO available at ASO that equates dollar value for MOD FO to aircraft
type.
5. Requirements Processing
To facilitate the procurement of spare and repair parts necessary
to support the operating units of the aviation community, ASO utilizes the
Item Manager (IM) concept. Each IM is assigned specific items by National
Stock Number (NSN) to manage. The assignments are based on experience and
ability of the IMs.
IMs are hired at ASO on a trainee basis, such that the first two
years that they are onboard, they are exposed to a wide variety of situa-
tions; while at the same time, having a training facilitator to review and
approve their work. After the initial probation period, trainees- are
assigned as IMs throughout the various WL/SC branches.
In the processing of requirements related to a modification pro-
gram, the first notification ASO received is usually the receipt of the
draft ECP. The draft ECP is routed to the applicable WL/SC branch and to
the cognizant IM for concurrence on support of the plan. The draft is
returned to the ASO representative to the ACCB, who then hand carries the
ASO concurred copy back to the weekly meeting of the ACCB. Upon approval
by the ACCB, the ECP and its associated change directive facilitate the
flow of funds into ASO.
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Figure IV-8 illustrates the spare and repair parts acquisition
cycle that occurs after ASO receives funds for the modification process.
Initially, funds are directed to ASO to procure the interim support that
will be necessary to support the first few aircraft to be modified. This
material will be necessary to provide the required support until the
actual delivery of provisioning spares at the Material Support Date (MSD).
Additionally, funds are provided early on to support the contracting for
the provisioning requirements statement (PRS), and the submission of the
Long Lead Time (LLT) items list. After this initial flurry of action to
support the modification effort, approximately a year and a half is re-
quired for the establishment of items required to be procured as spares to
support the program. Once the spare and repair parts are ordered, an
additional one and one half years is required to receive the material.
Thus, as depicted in Figure IV-8, the time involved in the process from
first receipt of funds until ASO is in a position to support the modifi-
cation spans approximately three and one half years.
6. Feedback from ASO to NAVAIR
Throughout the spares and repair parts acquisition cycle, feedback
of information on the progress made by ASO must be furnished to NAVAIR.
The requirements to keep NAVAIR and the cognizant PM/WSM offices informed
of actions taken to implement the requirements of the change directive is
accomplished in three ways; formal reporting via the Modification Report
to NAVAIR, interface with the PM/WSM organizations during the ILSMT and
response to action items directed to ASO, and by telephonic reporting.
While all of these reporting methods were felt to be essential by the PM,
WSM, APML, and ASO personnel that were interviewed, the common feeling of
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a complete and accurate picture of the efforts of the implementing
activity's efforts was too disjointed to be of much practical and timely
use. Figure IV-9 illustrates the typical monthly ASO modification follow-
on funds report. Apparent from this report is that no indication of what
was procured is available; only that the funds have been spent. The ILSMT
and telephonic reports serve the purpose of providing the information to
the PM/WSM organization on what was actually procured to support the modi-
fication program. Taken as a whole, these three reporting methods might
provide the necessary information to the appropriate offices if the data
contained in each reporting method could be summarized in a single report
on a monthly basis.
D. PROBLEMS AND WEAKNESS WITH THE PRESENT SYSTEM
With the structured flow of funds and information between NAVAIR and
ASO, the question arises as to why the management of modification funds is
source of so many complaints? Given the availability of funds and the
people necessary to make the required procurements, why are the PM/WSM
offices continually complaining about the lack of adequate support for the
modification program? In the author's opinion, the answer lies in the
inherent problems that exist in the modification program structure pre-
sented in this and previous chapters. The following problems and weak-
nesses, as perceived by the author's analysis, are the most prominent
reasons for the complaints of inadequate support.
1 . Inadequate Control of Funds
As stated earlier, the current structure of modification funds in
ASO provides for two separate accounts to accommodate the two different
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Figure IY-9. Sample of the ASO OSIP Execution Report
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of funds is centrally managed by the budgeting personnel in the Comptrol-
ler's office. Requirements levied against these funds are authorized only
for the aircraft for which the funds were intended. However, MOD FO funds
are budgeted in the normal APN-6 replenishment account and are distributed
to the respective branches in accordance with the budget execution plan.
As depicted in Appendix D, these funds are delineated in the branch totals
for annual obligation planning purposes. However, there is no mechanism
within ASO to preclude the use of these funds in the procurement of normal
replenishment spares. Additionally, from Appendix D it should be noted
that in FY80 another line is included in the branch figures, MOD FO PAY-
BACK. This line indicates the amount of funds that are required to fund
the use of MOD FO dollars for actual use in normal replenishment. The
bottom line of this problem, in the author's opinion, is that you cannot
continually rob Peter to pay Paul. Eventually, the requirement for MOD FO
payback will exceed the annual obligation plan for normal APN-6 replenish-
ment procurements. The ultimate loss in this situation is the operating
unit that is trying to achieve a flight hour and readiness goal, but is
unable to because the parts required to support the configuration aircraft
have never been acquired. The expenditure of MOD FO funds for normal
replenishment defeats the purpose of efforts that were described in
Chapters II and III, the actual attainment of funds.
2. Funding Provided Too Early with No Definitized Requirement
While some funding is required in the early stages of the modifi-
cation process after the ACCB approval to facilitate the contracting for
the PRS, LLT items, and the interim support, the necessity for early
funding of spare and repair parts does not exist. In the early stages of
the modification program, in the first six months following the ACCB
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approval of the ECP as described in Chapter III, definitized requirements
as to what will be required to support the modification process will not
have been formulated. Thus, the requirement for funding spares and repair
parts is not needed at that point in time. Funding during year three of a
five year modification program would be adequate to support the require-
ment to deliver spares by MSD, assuming that the time frames specified in
Figure IV-8 are accurate. The practice of funding too early leads to the
use of MOD FO funds for other than that for which they were appropriated,
while funding too late would perpetuate the lack of support at MSD. No
hard and fast rule can be set but judgement must be used in the adminis-
tration and allotment of these funds.
3. Temporary Reprogramming Tends to Become Permanent
In conjunction with the early funding and lack of definitized
requirements, both MOD I and MOD FO funds are eligible for reprogramming.
According to interviews with ASO personnel, the manner in which this is
accomplishment is usually after the fact. In the MOD I area, a require-
ment is generated that exceeds the appropriated amount for a parti-cular
aircraft. After checking with the other aircraft managers, authorization
to spend funds authorized for a different aircraft is furnished to the
requesting manager. After the fact, ASO notifies NAVAIR of the shift in
funds and NAVAIR modifies the funds alloted to ASO. After this, it is
«
incumbent on the losing manager to insure that his funds are reimbursed
from the receiving manager at a later date [Ref. 23]. Unfortunately, as
ASO admits, this seldom occurs [Ref. 24]. In the MOD FO area, the
situation exists as stated previously; MOD FO funds are utilized to fund
normal replenishment procurements and rarely are adequate funds available
to affect MOD FO PAYBACK [Ref. 23].
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4. Lack of Understanding by the IMS
In the last five years, the IMs who had been at ASO since shortly
after World War II have been retiring at a rapid rate. To continue to
provide the requisite service to the operating units, new IMs had to be
recruited and trained. The lack of corporate knowledge has led to some of
the problems involved in the modification programs. While the training
provided to the new IMs is generally very good, it cannot provide 30 years
worth of knowledge in 24 months. The training provided allows the IM to
become proficient in this short period of time in the processing of normal
supply demand reviews and automated procurements, but, in the author's
opinion, does not allow them the time to become competent in the fine
points of procurements to support a modification program. In view of the
volume of dollars afforded the modification programs as a percentage of
the total ASO budget, this is probably appropriate, however, the results
of this are the continuation complaints from the PM/WSM organizatons on
lack of support. The expenditure of modification funds is really no
different from the expenditure of other funds at ASO. It only requires
the ability to wait for the program to develop through the maintenance plan
into stock numbered items and then procuring those items that are required
for the level of support required to meet the operational objectives.
5. Inadequate Feedback
The feedback system that currently exists to inform NAVAIR and the
PM/WSM offices of the implementing activities actions is insufficient to
provide the data necessary for the PM/WSM to fully comprehend the scope of
actions taken and to know where the funds that they fought for during the
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OSIP/ECP process are going. Additionally, the ILS and CM personnel as-
signed to the PM/WSM organization must be kept informed of the actions
taken so that they can coordinate their efforts in providing the best
possible support to the operating units.
E. RECOMMENDATIONS TO IMPROVE THE MANAGEMENT OF MODIFICATION FUNDS
In light of the problems identified above, the following recommen-
dations are submitted to improve the management of modification funds. The
recommendations provided do not presume to make a determination of the
limitations on management caused by the size of the staff and the cost of
implementing some management control techniques.
1. Control Funds Within ASO
From the author's analysis, and from interviews with ASO and
PM/WSM personnel, the first and by far the most important aspect of
gaining control of the modification effort is to ensure the control of
funds within ASO. Reprogramming of funds should not be allowed without
NAVAIR concurrence prior to the authorization. By allowing NAVAIR to
first concur on the reprogramming of MOD I funds, the annual allotments
could be adjusted within NAVAIR to ensure that the payback of funds to the
aircraft system that lost funds was effected. Of greater importance is
the necessity to control the expenditure of MOD FO funds for normal re-
plenishment procurements. Safeguards should be established within the
computer programs of ASO to preclude the occurrence of this action.
Continuation of this approach to meeting the normal replenishment of
spares and repair parts will only further aggravate the source of com-
plaints from the PM/WSM organizations and prevent the successful com-
pletion of modification efforts that are necessary to maintain the
readiness posture of the Naval Air Forces. In addition to establishing
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computer safeguards, MOD FO funds should be "fenced" to preclude the use
of MOD FO funds authorized for one particular aircraft type on another.
While this flexibility is desirable, the use of this practice tends to
short change the manager who is less timely in the accomplishment of
procurements related to the modification program.
To further promote the control of modification funds within ASO,
it is recommended that a "central clearing house" be established for all
procurements related to MOD I and MOD FO funds. While the delineation of
funds available to the various branches is a step in the right direction,
centralized control of the expenditure of funds within one office or desk
should preclude the expenditure of funds on programs that are not author-
ized for expenditure of MOD I and MOD FO funds. Furthermore, by estab-
lishing such a position, fund shortages could be more readily addressed to
AIR-412, rather than the current method of reprogramming in-house and then
advising NAVAIR.
Control of funds within ASO is essential to the attainment of the
objectives of all modification programs. Failure to gain control ef the
funds will perpetuate the current inefficient method by which modification
funds are utilized in the support of modification programs essential to
the continued readiness of the operating forces.
2. Reduce Front-End Loading of APN-6 MOD Funds
Current procedures for submission of OSIP/ECP requests require the
delineation of all funds by fiscal year for the life of the program. For
reasons unknown to the author or to those personnel in the PM/WSM organi-
zations that were interviewed, heavy front-end funding of APN-6 modifi-
cation funds is prevalent. This practice should be stopped and funds
should be more heavily weighted to the latter years of the program when
definitized requirements have been determined.
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By placing APN-6 funds in the early years of the program, the
officials preparing and approving OSIP/ECP requests are aggravating the
control of funds problem within ASO. A continuation of this practice will
lead to the continuation of internal reprogramming within ASO. Even with
the establishment of tighter control within ASO, assignment of funds to
ASO for which no definitized requirement exists will promote the in-
efficient utilization of resources. This will occur because of the ASO
mandate to spend funds to the 98 percent level [Ref. 23].
A conscious effort must be made on the part of the PM/WSM staffs
to ensure that the Cost and Funding Summary Chart filled out as part of
the ECP format for the ACCB review, shows a realistic approach to the
required funding schedule. Failure to provide a funding chart that
realistically portrays the requirements of the program will perpetuate the
inefficient assignment of APN-6 funds to the early stages of the modifi-
cation program and the subsequent loss of control of funds at both NAVAIR
and ASO.
3. Improve the Level of Knowledge
Nothing can replace the 30 years of corporate knowledge that
leaves with the retirement of a senior IM. However, the level of know-
ledge and understanding of the modification process is essential for ASO
to meet its requirements as a tasked activity in the program. The current
method by which ASO's IMs achieve the necessary level of knowledge is
through on-the-job-training after the initial two year training period.
To improve the level of knowledge and capability of the current work force
at ASO, several alternatives are possible. First, the ASO management
could institute a training program in-house to increase the level of
knowledge. Secondly, in-house briefings by the PM/WSM organizations could
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be conducted in an attempt to educate the cognizant personnel on the
requirements associated with the modificaton program. Third, ASO could
increase the level of their attendance at ILSMT meetings to include more
than just the cognizant branch head. By including IMs and technicians at
the ILSMT, a greater depth of understanding and corporate ability could be
developed. Fourth, outside contractors could be utilized to conduct
training workshops in modification management, a service which is readily
available, but seldom used.
The author feels that all of the alternatives listed above should
be utilized to the maximum extent possible. In combination, the output
from these alternatives could rapidly increase the level of knowledge and
understanding of the ASO IMs and at the same time expose the PM/WSM per-
sonnel to the problems that the ASO personnel face in meeting the require-
ments for implementing a modification effort. Additionally, enlarged
participation at the ILSMT meetings by ASO personnel would facilitate a
broader depth of understanding, so that with turnover in personnel, the
entire corporate knowledge is not lost. The concept of using outside
contractors to help train the IMs is also attractive in that this approach
would probably be the least biased to a particular aircraft type and could
present the training in a perspective that is not available with in-house
training or by PM/WSM briefings.
«
Failure to increase the level of knowledge and understanding of
the IMs at ASO will perpetuate the current practices of ASO in the manage-
ment of modification programs. It is essential to the attainment of the
objectives of the modification program that the personnel tasked with




4. Improve the Feedback Loop to Include the PM/WSM
The feedback loops that currently exist are insufficient to pro-
vide the PM/WSM with the necessary knowledge on what is happening within
the modification program. The necessity of this information is important
to the PM/WSM who wants to have full control of his/her program and be
able to answer up to the operating units on the issues dealing with
support of the aircraft.
To improve the feedback loop, the author recommends the utili-
zation of the "central clearing house" concept suggested in the recom-
mendation for control of funds within ASO. This office should be staffed
with adequate personnel to allow the reporting of material procurements by
aircraft type for the modification programs as well as expenditures.
Separate reports should be submitted for each aircraft type on a monthly
basis, should be addressed to all personnel who need or desire the in-
formation, and should detail the actual material for which acquisition has
been contracted as well as the amount of funds involved in the expendi-
ture. By so doing, the PM/WSM offices, as well as NAVAIR, could gain a
better understanding of where the funds are going and for what purpose.
This could also improve the checks and balances over the system as a
whole, in that the procurement of spare and repair parts would be promin-
ently displayed to the commands receiving the reports. Any disputes could
be readily surfaced and procurements adjusted or realigned to what the
PM/WSM felt was correct.
Neglecting to improve the feedback loop from ASO to PM/WSM organi-
zations will result in the continuation of complaints from the PM/WSM
offices of lack of support and lack of visibility as to how the funds
appropriated by the OSIP/ECP procedure are being utilized. Notification
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at an ILSMT six months after the fact that ASO procured the wrong item, or
the wrong quantity, or that the required funds were spent elsewhere will
not suffice. The PM/WSM organization need and deserve timely information
that can be provided by a simple expansion of the feedback loop. This
expansion is necessary to allow both ASO and the PM/WSM organizations to
make the timely and correct decisions that are required to allow the
modification process to flow according to schedule while maintaining
fiscal and logistical control in an efficient manner.
F. SUMMARY
In this chapter, a brief review of the organizational structure and
the controls over the management of modification funds was presented. The
problems associated with these organizations and controls and possible
recommendations for improvement were also presented.
NAVAIR, as the administering agent for modification funds associated
with the aviation community, centers its management control within three
divisions; Plans and Programs (AIR-01), Logistics and Fleet Support
(AIR-04), and the Comptroller (AIR-08). The interface of these three
divisions is important to the successful completion of any modification
program.
AIR-412, the administrator for modification funds for spare and repair
parts (APN-6) is responsible for the allotment of funds to ASO as the
implementing activity. As such, AIR-412 is tasked to coordinate the
efforts within NAVAIR to insure that the flow of funds to ASO is adequate
to complete the assigned task, and is also responsible for the disemin-
ation of information on ASO prograss to the NAVAIR command.
ASO, as the implementing activity for procurement of spare and repair
parts to support the modification effort, must translate the dollars
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provided by NAVAIR into the material requirements that meet the objective
of the modification program. In so doing, they must be able to demon-
strate that the spare and repair parts procured are those that are neces-
sary for the program. Additionally, this must be done on a timely basis
within the resource constraints provided by higher authority.
Because of the necessity to attain the objectives of the various
modification programs that are on-going at any particular point in time,
problems have developed in the achievement of adequate spare and repair
part support for all programs. The result has been a growth in the number
of complaints for support from both the operating units as well as the
PM/WSM organizations. The subjects of these complaints are:
Inadequate control of funds within ASO
Funding provided too early with no definitized requirement
Temporary reprogramming of funds tends to become permanant
Lack of understanding by the IMs at ASO
Inadequate feedback of information to PM/WSM.
The author provided recommendations which were felt to be necessary to
improve the management control of modification funds. These recommend-
ations are:
Control funds more efficiently at ASO
Reduce front-end funding of APN-6 modification funds
Increase the level of knowledge and understanding of the IMs
Expand and improve the feedback of information.
Chapter V will tie together the presentation of the previous chapters
into a summary of the modification process and what it is supposed to do
for the USN. From this, the author will present general conclusions on




V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
A. SUMMARY
Chapter I begins by introducing the reader to the subject of modi-
fication management in the aviation community of the U.S. Navy (USN).
Additionally, it went on to point out the concern of high levels of USN
management in the readiness of the aviation forces today, and that the
only way that the USN could maintain the correct readiness posture in the
forseeable future was through the modification process. The author
stated, and believes, that the improvement of modification management is
essential to the attainment of the readiness posture that is necessary for
the USN to achieve the desired level of viable weapon systems. The objec-
tives were stated as:
1. To provide recommendations for improved management control over
the limited resources assigned to the modification effort, and
2. To provide a guide for personnel tasked to administer modifi-
cation funds.
The author feels these objectives have been met by providing the organ-
izational background for the promotion of modification requirements in
Chapter II, the concept of the Operational Safety Improvement (OSIP) and
Engineering Change Proposal (ECP) programs in the modification effort in
Chapter III and the discussion of management of funds and recommendations
for improvement in Chapter IV.
The motivation for this thesis for the author was the many agonizing
hours spent trying to learn about the inner workings of the modification
process while assigned to two different aircraft projects. The data
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presented is the best possible correlation of the author's personal back-
ground, experience, and beliefs with those who have volunteered much of
their time to discuss the subject. The insights and guidance provided by
those actually assigned to current aircraft program offices and to modifi-
cation projects made the author better able to fully understand the total
requirements of the process.
Modification of aircraft will remain an on-going process as long as
the USN continues to fly airplanes. The critical ity of the effort to
maintain a viable Naval Air Force will remain a subject of high level
management concern as long as the requirement for aircraft exceeds the
funding provided. To make up for this shortage of funds, the only fea-
sible solution is the continued modification of aircraft.
The concluding paragraphs will summarize the general conclusions of
the author. These include recommendations that supplement those made in
Chapter IV.
B. GENERAL CONCLUSIONS
1. There is a Need for Increased Emphasis in the Area of Modifica-
tion Management
The continuing problems encountered in the area of modification
management, have led the author to believe that more emphasis should be
placed on the processes that support the program. Additionally, the need
for increasing the projected operating lives of current inventory aircraft
to supplant the shortage experienced in the past, as well as the forsee-
able future, for funds to procure new aircraft leads to the requirement to
increase the emphasis on modification management.
While the need for this increased emphasis has been espoused by
many Program Manager (PM)/Weapon Systems Manager (WSM) organizations,
IL?

little has been done in the past to correct the ineff iciences of the
system. A continuation of current practices will result in the perpet-
uation of cost, schedule, and control slippages.
2. Cooperation is Essential to the Success of the Modification
Program
To successfully complete a modification program, cooperation
between all concerned parties is essential. This is required so that the
appropriate trade-offs between technical advancement and supportabil ity
,
reliability and maintainability, and cost and schedule can be made. This
requires the close interface and cooperation between the various disci-
plines of logistics support, engineering support, research and develop-
ment, and the PM/WSM offices. A failure to achieve the required level of
cooperation will ultimately lead to the unsuccessful modification of
aircraft and the unsupportability of those that are modified.
It is the author's opinion that to achieve the necessary degree of
cooperation in the modification effort, early identification of all con-
cerned parties should be stressed. By involving the logistics personnel
at the beginning of the modification process, earlier definitization of
requirements could be achieved, and funds appropriated for the modifi-
cation program could be expended in a timely and logical manner. If
nothing else, this should improve the climate that exists in ASO in re-
gards to the expenditure of MOD funds on programs for other than which
they were appropriated.
3. Modification Follow-on (MOD FQ) Funds Should be Funded Separ-
ately from Normal Replenishment Accounts
The funding of MOD FO and normal replishment together in the same
account has led to the expenditure of MOD funds to accomplish normal
replenishment of spares lost through attrition and age. A continuation of
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this practice will lead to the perpetuation of the shortage of MOD FO
funds to procure the necessary spare and repair parts to meet the modifi-
cation program objectives.
To achieve the desired separation, the author recommends that the
funds for MOD FO be "fenced" when received from NAVAIR. The fencing of
the funds would preclude the shifting of funds from the MOD FO account to
the replensihment account, but would still allow the flexibility to shift
funds within the MOD account to meet the timing differences encountered
during the receipt and expenditure processing. As long as the total
accountability is maintained within the MOD FO account, the shortage of
MOD funds encountered under today's practice should not present a problem.
4. There is a Need for Increased Modification Management Educa-
tional Efforts
As stated in the previous chapter, improved modification manage-
ment cound be achieved by better educating those involved in the process.
Several methods are recommended to further the education of those in-
volved:
a. In-house training sessions by those who know and understand
the process and know how to make it work,
b. Briefings by the PM/WSM organization to facilitate the co-
operation, coordination, and communication of the modifi-
cation program,
c. Greater involvement in the Integrated Logistic Support
Management Team (ILSMT) meetings by all participating
activities, and
d. Utilization of outside contractors to facilitate the growth
of knowledge necessary to permit the successful completion
of modification efforts.
In brief, all of these efforts should be emphasized so as to
preclude the loss of corporate knowledge and to enhance the stature and
viability of modification management.
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5. There is a Need for Increased Awareness of the Modification
Programs Within the USN
Currently, the only people who know and understand the modifica-
tion management programs on-going in the USN are those that are intimately
involved in them, or those who are required to testify before Congress
about them. It is the author's opinion that the awareness of these pro-
grams should be enhanced so that others could become more aware of them
and possible provide support for the program. The normal taxpayer would
be interested in knowing where the billions assigned to the Department of
Defense (DOD) are going. However, the only thing that is normally pre-
sented to the taxpayer are the reports that show that this fighter costs
$25 million per copy or that this support aircraft cost $46 million per
copy. Nothing is ever published that shows that the USN saved the tax-
payer $2 billion by modifying a certain aircraft rather than procuring a
new line of hardware. The author believes that the support this type of
effort could generate would surely enhance the posture of the modification
management programs and promote the attainment of the programs in a more
efficient manner.
6. There is a Need for Additional Study in the Area of Modification
Management
In the author's research, there was very little to be found in the
area of written research relating to the area of modification management.
Several areas are open to additional research.
a. Research is necessary in the area of comparing the actual
expenditures made at the various logistics activities tasked with im-
plementing the ECP against the expenditures that were planned by the
PM/WSM and accounting for any differences.
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b. Further study is needed in the area of personnel training and
management of people involved in the modification process to promote the
development of skills needed to work in the modification management field.
P c. Additional study is necessary in the area of requirements
determination by the PM/WSM organizations to insure that the requirements
developed by these organizations are truly those required for the modifi-
cation effort and not just "nice to have" items. This is most important
in times of austere budget funding.
d. Additional research should be attempted in the area of formu-
lating ASO's budget to correctly reflect the actual MOD FO requirement by
aircraft type. The current structure does not attempt to provide this
information which is a necessity for the IM to know that the MOD funds are




This thesis has provided an overview of the modification mangement
process that exists for the aviation community. Additionally, it can be
used as a guide for the general process that exists in the USN and lead
the reader to more in-depth personal study.
The necessity for modification management has never been more pre-
valent than it is in today's Navy. The efficient management of the pro-
cess is dependent on the people who serve in the positions that project
and guide the implementation of the modification programs. The main
priority for everyone involved is to talk to each other and derive the
best possible plan by which the objective of the program can be met. As




"... There are no easy solutions to these challenges. I am con-
vinced that these challenging management tasks will not be solved by
more detailed procedures and micro-management but by better com-
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NAVAIR NOTICE 4000; OPERATIONAL AND SAFETY IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM ITEMS
FOR THE AIRCRAFT MODIFICATION BUDGET FOR FISCAL YEAR 1983
DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
^iAVA^. AIR SYSTEMS COMMAND
WASH{NGTON. O C. 20361 N riePLV flE^En TO





From: Commander, Naval Air Systems Command
Su'oj: Operational and Safety Improvement Program (OSIP) Items for che
Aircraft Modification Budget for Fiscal Year 1983; submission
of (Report Symbol MAVAIR UOOO-10)
Ref: (a) MAVAIRINST 4000. 3A of 9 Feb 1976
Sncl: (1) OSIP Justification Formats
(2) Currently budgeted FY 1983 Programs
1. Purpose . This notice requests submission of Operational and Safety
Improvement Program (OSIP) items for inclusion in the aircraft
modification budget for fiscal year 1983 (FY 33).
2. Cancellation . NAVAIR Notice UOOO of 14 September 1979 is superseded.
3. Background . OSIP items are submitted to the Chief of Naval
Operations ^OP-506) each year for planning, programming, and budgeting
for the modification and modernization of in-service aircraft weapon
systems and power plants. Naval Air Systems Command policy and
procedures for submission of OSIP items are established by reference 'a),
4. Policy and Planning Guidance . The following policy and planning
guidance has been provided by t.he Chief of Naval Operations (CNO
(0P-50)):
a. The planning base for all proposed aircraft modification
programs and funding alternatives to be considered during tentative
program objectives memorandum (TPOM) 33 will be the October FYDP update
as amended by decision package set (DPS) actions. Appropriate offices
will be notified when DPS actions are promulgated.
b. Costs for all programs must be submitted in base FY 32 dollars
for FY 33 and subsequent years.
c. Modification programs shall be planned for completion within a
aaximum of five years from initial installation year.
d. The quantities of aircraft to be modified should be within the
active aircraft inventory as reflected by Exhibit A-II, U.S. Navy
Aircraft Inventory (available in AIR-102), for the year that kits will





e. Aircraft aodlflcatlons scheduled for In-houae installation
( MAVAIREVORKFAC) Should reflect maxiauiB installationa during standard
depot level laaintenance (5DLM) utilizing Che schedules contained in
Exhibit A-VII, 0.3. Mavy Aircraft Sstimated Heworka (available in
AIfl-102). However, due to the increasing interval between SDLM's and
the nuabers of aircraft on extended tours, the aoat economical
combination of field teams and drive-in nod programs should be planned
to augment SOLM installation where necessary to ensure completion within
the five-year limitation.
f. Component modification programs oust be structured to conform to
the rework schedule for that component. If nore components are required
for the nodiflcation schedule than will be available by the rework
schedule, the source of those additional components oust be identified.
In programs which require a component change(s) as well as an airframe
change, the component change<s) oust be listed separately.
g. All new programs oust be well defined and capable of standing
alone. In cases where coonon equipment (e.g., AN/ARC-159 radio) is being
put in more than one type/model of aircraft, a separate program oust be
established for each aircraft as shown by ?-l line items in the budget.
h. Increased emphasis is being placed on elimination of
concurrency. When approval for service use (ASO) is necessary, it oust
be received no later than second quarter FY 1983 to be considered
eligible for FT 1983 APN-5 funds.
t. Program Coordinators in OP-506 will specify by speedletter to
the PMA/APC/WSM which programs are to be submitted to OPNAV for
TPOM-33. After submission of these programs, other programs oay also be
proposed via the PMA/APC/WSM by separate correspondence for OPNAV
consideration.
5. Budget guidance . The following budget guidance is provided by the
Comptroller (AIB-305 )
:
a. Hew programs are to be structured on a fully funded basis (one
complete year at a time).
b. All installation costs, whether contractor or In-house, are to
be budgeted in the year of installation auid are chargeable to OiMN.
c. Service Life Extension Program (SLS?) studies and analytical
rework studies for out-of-preduction aircraft oodifications are
chargeable to OMfll if the effort involves extending the useful military
life within the current performance envelope, and to RDTiEN if the
effort .involves redesign of an item to increase the current performance
envelope
.
d. Contractor engineering technical services (CSTS) are chargeable
to APN-5 for contraotor-to-contractor services only. GETS for





e. The initial Integrated Logistic Support CILS) Plan is funded
under APN-5.
f. Standard depot level maintenance (SDLM) coats are chargeable to
04MN.
g. In-house test and contractor tests are to be shown on separate
line items in the budget baolc-up and are not to be included in the
nonrecurring line.
h. Training material, trainer modification, ground support
equipment, and publications are funded by APN-5 when they are peculiar
to the modification program. When an item is being procured for
production aircraft as well as retrofit, the production program (APN-1
to U) funds this support. Factory training is chargeable to O&MN.
1. A statement must be made under Development Status about PA30/ASU.
If it is required, give estimated date for receipt of PASU/ASU, number
of TEMP and P.E. number of RDT&E program, if applicable. If it is not
required, state "No ASO required."
6. Action . The following action is assigned:
a. Upon receipt of speedletters from OPNAV (OP-506), Project
Managers/Coordinators and Weapon System Managers will have detailed
OSIP's prepared in the format of enclosure (1) (using legal size paper
like the current budget submission).
b. All AIB-05 functional division inputs will be coordinated by
AIB-5122B.
c. All AIB-04 functional division inputs will be coordinated by
AIB-4105C7.
d. Two advance copies of all OSIP's will be forwarded to AIR-102 as
working papers as soon as possible but not later than 9 October 1980.
e. AIR-102 will initiate program reviews with the PMA/APC/WSM,
cognizant functional area personnel, and AIS-805 prior to submission of
the proposed OSIP items to OPNAV.
f. On-going programs identified in enclosure (2) already in the
FY 82 budget, will be updated separately as requested by AIR-102.
g. Deadline for submission to OPNAV is 27 October 1980.
7. Report. Report Symbol NAVAIR 4000-10 applies to the reporting





8. Cancellation Contingency . When superseded by a revision.
S. W. MCFERREM
By direction
Distribution: (FKAIA (established quantity), Others 5 copies each)
FKAIA (Deputy Connnander; Assistant Commandeps ; Designated Project
Managers and Project Coordinators; Office and Division Directors);
FKRIB (Weapon System Management Office (Code 05), Jaclcsonville , FL
32212; Weapon System Management Office (Code 05), MorfoUc, 7A 23510;
Weapon System Management Office (Code 05), (forth Island, San Diego,
CA 92135; Weapon System Management Office (Code 05), Alameda, CA
94501; Weapon System Management Office (Code 05), Pensacola, FL 32508)
Copy to:
A4A; FKAU (AIB-9701 (10 copies), AIH-9701A (UO copies), AIB-102
(25 copies), AIR-08, AIH-805, AIH-OOX, AIH-59, AIB-512, AIK-5122B,
AIR-410, AIR-4105C7, AIR-4123); FKH7H








AVIATION PLANS AND REQUIREMENTS DIVISION
Mission : To implement the responsibilities of DCNO (Air Warfare) per-
taining to the preparation of plans, tactical doctrine and the definition
of requirements to provide for naval aviation forces (including the Naval
Air Reserve) and their logistic support. Included is the preparation of
budgets and their sponsorship and coordination with pertinent offices to
provide for integration into the overall Navy program planning system.
Functions :
1. Prepares plans within the framework of approved policies, to
provide required aviation forces and their support. (OP-508)
2. Develops and formulates requirements for naval aircraft, naval
aviation weapons, aircraft carriers, specified aviation type ships and
associated aeronautical equipment, including their material readiness, to
fulfill Navy objectives and to support warfare plans and programs. (Ship-
board equipment and systems for control and navigation of aircraft in
approach and landing phases of operations at sea are excluded from this
functional responsibility). (OP-506)
3. Prepares requirements for aviation programs and coordinates other
requirements pertaining to the appropriations and budget activities
sponsored by the DCNO (Air Warfare) and supports these requirements before
the various military and civilian budgetary reviewing agencies. (OP-501/
506/508)
4. Provides technical cognizance for the conduct of OPNAV review of
aircraft tactical manuals and takes the necessary action to keep them
current. (OP-506)
5. Establishes the operational characteristics of air weapons systems
required to meet approved plans. Initiates changes required by changes in
plans or in probable threats. Initiates action to upgrade or extend
operational capabilities of existing air weapons systems. (OP-506)
6. Provides program coordination, as defined in the Navy Program-




7. Provides liaison with the Director, RDT&E on matters affecting
aviation programs. (OP-506)
8. Determines air launched nuclear weapons requirements and monitors
readiness of naval air units to maintain and deliver nuclear weapons.
(OP-506)
9. Provides liaison with the Office of the DCNO (Logistics) on
matters affecting air launched weapons expenditures. (OP-506)
10. Provides liaison for aircraft engine configuration requirements in
support of DCNO (Air Warfare) responsibilities in the pollution abatement
program. (OP-506)
11. Coordinates with other offices for integration of aviation plans,
programs and requirements into overall Navy plans, programs and require-
ments. (OP-508)
12. Coordinates with other offices in the formulation of joint, inter-
national and Navy plans and policy matters affecting naval aviation.
(OP-508)
13. Advises the DCNO (Air Warfare) on the most effective uses of
aviation forces. (OP-508)
14. Monitors assigned aviation plans and requirements and coordiates
with OP-59 in order to ensure their timely and complete fulfillment.
(OP-506/508)
15. Advises the DCNO (Air Warfare) on policy matters affecting the
fulfillment of his mission, and prepares positions on policy matters
affecting naval aviation. (OP-501/506/508)
16. Assista in the developmnt of plans and requirements for aircraft
and related material for the Military Assistance Program. (OP-508/506)
17. Conducts a program of staff studies and analyses necessary to
provide the foundation for naval aviation plans and programs. (OP-501/
506/509)
18. Develops and coordinates the formulation of requirements for
orderly and effective mobilization planning for naval aviation, including




SAMPLE FORMATS FOR ENGINEERING CHANGE PROPOSAL SUBMISSIONS
FROM NAVAIR INSTRUCTION 41 30.1 A
DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL AIR SYSTEMS COMMAND
WASHINGTON. DC. 20361 iix ae»v.Y XfMK TO
5302F3/ia
Ser 7.2534
SAMPLE REQUEST FOR ENGINEERING CHANGE PROPOSAL
From: Conmander, Naval Air Systems Command
To: Commander, Naval Aviation Logistics Center, Code 310
Patuxent River, Maryland 20670
Subj: Model F-14A, Arresting Gear Stinger Shank Trunnion Stop, Request for ECP
Ref: (a) NAVAIRWORKFAC msg 291541Z Oct 79
1. Reference (a) engineering investigation of an F-14 stinger shank failure
during arrested landing attributed crack origins to damage caused by stinger
shank lugs impacting the trunnion stops. Damage occurs due to jamming of the
arresting hook during rollback following arrestment. Approximately twenty
stinger shanks, including the failed shank of reference (a), have sustained
this type of damage and have been subjected to blending of the damage lug
area, magnetic particle NDI, and pull testing prior to reissue.
2. Discussions between NAVAIREWORKFAC, Norfolk, GAC, and NAVAIR to resolve
the problem of shank and trunnion stop impact damage have been principally
directed towards redesign of the trunnion stops. The latter involves
replacement of the current integral stops with detachable sacrifical stops
which move the impact area away from the critical lug area, improve load
capacity, and provide for lower hardness stop material to further preclude
shank or trunnion damage.
3. It is requested that NAVAVNLOGCEN assign NAVAIREWORKFAC, Norfolk to submit
to NAVAIR by 15 January 1980 an Engineering Change Proposal (ECP) governing
the redesigned stinger shank trunnion stops for both retrofit and production,
aircraft. The ECP should carry an urgent priority in order to preclude
further damage to stinger shanks which affects both fleet readiness and safety
of flight.
4. This ECP is to be sponsored by CAPT R. D. Johnson, PMA-241 , autovon
222-8283 with the following cognizant engineers: Mr. M. Dubberly, Code AIR-
5302F/Mr. K. Leikach, Code AIR-5302F3, autovon 222-3593 (NAVAIR) and Code
31310, autovon 690-8411 (NAVAIREWORKFAC, Norfolk).
5. AIR-05 NESO board member concurs.
NOTE: Requests for ECPs pertaining to aircraft electrical or electronic
systems/equipment used to process classified information shall cite applicable
test criteria when a TEMPEST impact is identified. (TEMPEST refers to control
of compromising emanations and the suppression thereof).
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NAVAL AIR SYSTEMS COMMAND





Instructions for Processing Class I Engineering Change Proposals and Requests
for Major/Critical Deviations or Waivers
ECP/RFDW Number:
Contractor/Naval Activity;
A. Immediately upon receipt of the attached ECP/RFDW, the project manager/
coordinator or cognizant AIR-05 Division Director when no PMA/PC exists, is
directed to:
1. Conduct a preliminary review with codes affected to determine if the
ECP/RFDW is required, acceptable, and fundable where applicable.
a. If GO, establish a CCB Action Deadline Date and document same by
a decision memorandum to codes affected. Info: AIR-01D4. (See EXHIBIT IV-0
of NAVAIRINST 4130. lA for sample decision memorandum and distribution.)
NOTE : Target for decision and implementation:
24 hours for EMERGENCY ECPs
15 days for URGENT ECPs
45 days for ROUTINE ECPs
Requests for deviations or waivers shall be processed
according to need/circumstances but normally within 45 days.
Direct appropriate code to initiate CCB Change Request/Directive,
NAVAIR Form 13050/2, in accordance with EXHIBIT IV-G of NAVAIRINST 4130. lA.
b. If NO 60, direct release of correspondence to the ECP/RFDW
originator, indicating disapproval. Info: AIR-0104. (See EXHIBITS IV-E and
IV-F of NAVAIRINST 4130. lA for sample ECP disapproval letter.)
c. If additional EC? information is required, direct release of
correspondence to ECP originator.
NOTE : Codes desiring additional ECP information shall draft corres-
pondence for release by code that requested the original ECP, with
copy to AIR-01D4.
Upon receipt of required information, action shall be taken per- a. above.
B. Coordinated CCB Change Requests/Directives must be delivered to AIR-01D4
before 1100 hours on the Friday preceding the CC8 Action Deadline Date , to





DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
MAVAL AIR SYSTEMS COMMAND
WASHINGTON. O C 20361 n <»€piy »€»e« to
NAVAIRINST 4130. lA
SAMPLE AIRFRAME EC? AND GFE COMPONENTS ECP DISAPPROVAL LETTER
From: Conmander, Naval Air Systems Command
To: Blank Aircraft Corporation (Address)
Via: Naval Plant Representative
Subj: Contracts NO0019-79-C-O550 and N00019-79-C-0086, F-llZ Aircraft;
Engineering Change Proposal GR-F-n2-9999, "Fuel Quantity System
Junction Boxes, Installation of"
Ref: (a) BLK Itr w/NAVPRO endorsement dated 1 May 1979
1. Engineering Change Proposal GR-F- 112-9999, "Fuel Quantity System Junction
Boxes, Installation of," submitted as enclosure (1) reference (a) has been
considered by the Naval Air Systems Command and is hereby disapproved. The
improved capability or utility proffered, when weighed against the requirement
and/or the service status of the aircraft, does not justify the cost.
2. The contractor's Initiative exhibited and efforts expended In preparing the






Assistant Project Manager/Project Officer/ NOTE : List "Copy to"
Project Coordinator codes on Command
Material Acquisition (ESA-20 ) copies only.
Cognizant Engineer (AIR-512/5I3/536)
CCB Secretariat (AIR-01D4)
AIR-04 Change Control (AIR-41050)
(Other Codes Affected, e.g., ASO, NAVAIRTECHSERVFAC, NAVAVNLOGCEN, etc.)




DEPARTMervjT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL AIR SYSTEMS COMMAND
WASHINGTON. DC. 20361 IN ><EPt.T XEFEX TO
NAVAIRINST 4130. lA
SA^PLE ECP DISAPPROVAL LETTER FOR USE '/^HEN DEFECT IS INVOLVED FOR
AIRFRAME GFE CO.'-lPONENTS
From: Contracting Officer, Naval Air Systems Command
To: Blank Corporation (Address)
Via: Naval Plant Representative/NAVPRO/AFPRO-OCAS, etc.
(Address if different than above)
Subj: Contracts N00019-79-C-0550 and N00019-79-C-0086, Model F-112, -A and -8
Aircraft; ECP No. EV-F-n2-123, "Deletion of Rudder Tab"
Ref: (a) GRIT let CTR. 1265- of 15 May 1979 with NAVPRO Endorsement of
18 May 1979
1. The subject Engineering Change Proposal (ECP), submitted by reference (a),
is considered to be required to correct a failure to conform to contract
requirements.
2. No objection is interposed to the subject ECP from an engineering
standpoint. However, it is not desired that the correction here involved be
accomplished in' the articles delivered, or to be delivered, under the subject
contract(s).
3. Accordingly, the following action is hereby requested.
a. Undelivered Articles . If acceptable to the contractor, the Government
will waive its rights to require correction, subject to negotiation of an
equitable reduction (contract price*), (fixed fee**), (target cost and target
fee***). The contractor is requested to submit, within ninety (90) days, a
proposal for such adjustment.
b. Delivered Articles . Pursuant to the terms and conditions of the
subject contract(s), the contractor is hereby notified of the Government's
determination not to require correction. The contractor shall submit^ within
ninety (90) days, a proposal for an equitable reduction in (contract price*),
(fixed fee**), (target cost and target fee***).
SIGNATURE
Contracting Officer
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PROBLEM: The radar occasionally reverts from "STANDBY" to "ON"
upon iniclal turn-on. This Is caused by cranslents thac activate
an overload circuit.
SOLUTION: Addition of an RC netwo*\[a^
will eliaiiaate che cranslec
,y this EC?
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CC8 CHANGE REQUEST SUPPLEMENT
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ASO FY 81 AND 82 BUDGET PROJECTIONS FOR APN-6 FUNDS WITH
BREAKOUTS FOR MOD INITIAL AND MOD FOLLOW-ON
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FA IMP Warning System
H-l APR39
HA6 HH46 A to C CILOP
H53 APR39
P3 DICAS
































































































































A4 APR-43 .266 .067
0A4 APR-43 .068 .016
A6 Weapon Sys Update .512 .128
EA6 APS-130 1,320 .330
A7 APR-43 1.407 .352
F4 Alum. Hydr. Lines .038 .009
F4 APR-43 .863 .216
H53 APP Disc Clutch .137 .035
H-3 SH-3H 2.584 .645
P«-3 lACS .361 .090






A3 ALE 41 ,105
A3 ARC 153 .240
A3 CARRIER BASED ESM .240
A6 TRAM 20.909
A6 CAINS /CNI 3.583
A6 VDI 1.155
A6 LDG. IMPROVEMENTS .093
A6 WEAPON SYS. IMPR. .078
A6 A-6E CO KA-6D .319
EA6 EA-6B ALE-39 .031
EA6 EA-6A ALE-39 .029
EA6 EA-6 ASN-92 .652
EA6 EA-6 .ASN-123 .885
A7 A-7 ARN-84/118 .073
A7 FLIR 9.195
A7 A-7 ALE-39 .087
A7 DIGITAL SCAN U743
A7 AMF .341
A7 TA CO ETA-7 1.000
AV8 AV-8C CILOP 1.316
F4 F4-J TO 3 .433
?4 F-4 DAA .073
F4 F-4 ARN-118 .465
FB F-3 ALE-39 .020
F8 F-8 APN-194 .023
F14 CARBON BRAKES .133
F14 AUX. BRAKE PUMP .095
H46 H-46 .ALE-39 .081
H4 6 HH-4 6A TO D .020
H46 H-46 ARN-118 .064
H46 H-46 APR-39 .003
H53 ELASTOMERIC HEADS 5.054
H53 H-53 ALE-39/APR-39 .387
H2 AVIONICS UPDATE .611




°2 INSTR. UPDATE .177
SP3 EP-3 SLEP 1.933
E2 ARPS 2.350
E2 SCP-046 .054
C130 C-130 CLE? .127
C130 KC-130 SLEP .916
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